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Chapter 4

In this chapter, you’ll learn the basic planning functions that are
performed in SAP APO, as well as the basic customization and
master data modeling steps needed to start creating your supply
chain plan.
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Preparing for Basic Planning
Functionality

In this chapter, you’ll learn the basic customization steps for APO-DP and APOSNP in SAP APO. While this task is usually performed by a solutions designer in
the SAP APO project, this chapter also aims to help business users understand the
foundation on which the SAP APO standard configurations are performed.
This chapter will help you to better understand the calculations that the SAP APO
system performs during the planning run. We’ll also explain the APO-DP forecasting models and APO-SNP modeling objects that prepare the system for the
basic task structure performed during the weekly planning cycle. Understanding
this basic foundation will also enable you to help enhance a company’s SAP APO
functionality for any change in future business models.
As shown in the mind map for this chapter (see Figure 4.1), we will be discussing
how to set up basic planning functionality in SAP APO. Besides highlighting the
customization steps in APO-DP and APO-SNP, we’ll also discuss how to set up
forecasting models and a supply chain model as part of SAP APO functionality.
We’ll delve further into using our business case study, ABC Technology, as an
example. While ABC Technology is focused on both manufacturing and distribution, the company’s primary focus is on inventory control and goods distribution.
We’ll get started with understanding the basic planning tasks that a supply chain
planner must go through with SAP APO, and see how these tasks fit into ABC
Technology’s methods.
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In the following sections, we’ll review the planning tasks performed by the
demand planner and supply planner in the SAP APO landscape and identify the
business planner’s interactions with SAP APO. Understanding the planner’s routine business activities is important for the SAP solution designer when it comes
to designing the system per business requirements.

4.1.1

Demand Planning

The planning tasks in SAP APO are always based on algorithm programs, which
the business planner can validate and adjust, if necessary. Figure 4.2 shows the
schematic activity flow for APO-DP.
SAP APO

Data Handling

Figure 4.1 Learning Points for the Chapter (Mind Map)

History
SAP ERP
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APO-DP
Planning
Books

The goal of the supply chain planner role is to balance the demand and supply
plan for their group of products. The planner performs these planning tasks on a
weekly or monthly cycle.
SCP is an iterative process that consists of creating an unconstraint demand plan
using the forecasting process, and then optimizing various supply plans in the
form of procurement, production, replenishment, and distribution plans. SAP
APO is the best tool to help with these tasks, as it’s a decision-support tool that
outputs planning results for the supply chain planner to evaluate analysis and
make any necessary changes.
Example
ABC Technology wants to use SAP APO to plan its laptop, desktop, and monitor
products. Since it manufactures and distributes these products in North America, the
company plans to use APO-DP for forecasting and APO-SNP for replenishment and
distribution supply plans. The company is challenged with providing custom products
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Figure 4.2 Demand Planning Tasks

Historical sales orders are required for the statistical forecasting process 1. The
history is primarily staged from SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW). SAP BW
extracts the sales orders from SAP ERP using Logistics Information System (LIS)
structures in SAP ERP. As shown in the architecture in the figure, there will be
two data loads: the initial historical data for the last two or three years, and the
post–go-live weekly delta loads on actual sales orders recorded in the past week.
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Some companies might include a custom filter in SAP BW to segregate sales
orders based on order types for business reasons. This task is primarily performed by the company IT group; no user involvement takes place.
SAP APO has a small, built-in SAP BW component that can be used to stage the
data coming from SAP BW. The data flows from SAP APO’s SAP BW component
to the SAP liveCache time series planning books 2. The planner validates historical data, and might make manual adjustments to the history. Once the history is
adjusted, it becomes the baseline for statistical forecast calculation 3.
Next, the baseline history serves as input for the forecasting run, which either can
be set to run a model automatically, or based on user definitions. In the case of
the automatic forecasting model, the system selects the model that gives the lowest forecast error (for example, MAPE). Alternatively, the user may select defined
forecast models for his or her product or product groups based on pre-analysis.
The result of the forecasting run is analyzed by a demand planner in the APO-DP
planning book 4.
The demand planner can analyze the forecasting run by looking at the forecast
errors, which are identified by the forecast model that’s selected by a system or
business user. Also, an alert can be set up to compare the forecast with the average sales from the last three months and provide an alert if the proposed forecast
is more than, say, 25% of that value. The planner again has the ability to override
the system’s proposal with some judgmental adjustments. Also, in this activity,
the sales and marketing team enters the promotions to close the gap on the
demand plan and yearly operational plan (i.e., budget).
The final demand plan then undergoes discussion in the monthly forecast review
meetings before the monthly sales and operations plan. Once the supply chain
and sales, marketing, and finance teams reach a consensus on the final demand
plan during the business meeting, an SAP BW snapshot is taken of the plan and
released to supply planning to check on supply feasibility 5. The release of the
demand plan to supply planning can be either to one of the SAP APO functionalities (APO-SNP or PP/DS) or the SAP ERP-MRP system directly, based on procurement planning design selection.
Example
ABC Technology distributes its products from three distribution centers where customer
orders are captured. SAP APO will perform forecasting at the location product level for
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the next twelve months, in monthly buckets. ABC Technology uses the combination of
defined forecasting (exponential, seasonal, and linear) and automatic forecasting models, the latter being used for products for which the individual forecasting is difficult to
identify.
ABC Technology’s demand planner reviews the forecast and makes any adjustments in
SAP APO planning books for the short horizon to better reflect market demand situations.

4.1.2

Supply Network Planning

Once the final demand plan is released to supply planning (APO-SNP, in our business case), the supply planner starts his or her planning activities. The role of the
supply planner is not only to check the supply feasibility of the unconstraint
demand plan, but also to formulate a feasible procurement, distribution, and production plan. The supply planner communicates with sourcing units (e.g., factories and vendors) to check the feasibility of proposed plans. He or she is further
discussed in the monthly sales and operations meeting. The supply planner also
needs to check both the material availability and capacity to supply the demand.
Figure 4.3 shows the schematic activity flow for APO-SNP in SAP APO. The major
activity for the business in these processes would be analyzing the SAP APO result
and fine-tuning the master data for any parameter corrections. The figure illustrates the following system flow:
1 The supply chain activities require supply chain modeling before planning
begins. Using transportation lanes and other SAP APO master data elements,
the business user models their supply chain in SAP APO. The modeling process
includes setting up the supply network and relevant master data settings for the
SAP APO solvers to calculate an accurate supply plan. The core master data is
transferred from SAP ERP using SAP APO’s Core Interface (CIF) technology.
The supply chain data objects are further discussed in Section 4.7. Also defined
within the supply chain model is the target inventory for each location in the
supply network.
2 Besides the master data, transaction code data is also activated via CIF between
SAP ERP and SAP APO. All SAP APO-relevant receipts, demands, and stocks are
exchanged between the two systems in real time. There is a standard CIF
compare/reconcile consistency report that the IT support group needs to run
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periodically in order to ensure that all transactional data is consistent between
the SAP ERP and SAP APO systems.
SAP ERP

SAP APO
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Chain
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APO DP

Master Data

SNP
Planning
Books

Supply Chain
Model

SNP
Planning
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Planning
Run

Analyze
Alerts
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7 The final supply plan is published to the manufacturing, distribution, and procurement teams for supply chain execution. The planner may use the Transport
Load Builder (TLB) in APO-SNP to ensure that the proposed stock transport
order and purchase order meet the load capacity and vendor minimums.
Example
ABC Technology’s network consists of manufacturing and distribution facilities. The
supply planner uses the APO-SNP planning book to review the demand and supply situations across the network following the nightly planning run. Though the supply planning is done at the weekly bucket level, the planner closely monitors the inventory levels across the network to ensure that customer orders are being fulfilled, and that products are produced and replenished on time.

Having studied the planner’s basic tasks, we’ll now discuss the steps you need to
follow to configure the SAP APO functionality for both APO-DP and APO-SNP.

Transaction Data
Manufacturing
Planning

4.2
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Figure 4.3 Supply Network Planning Tasks

3 The unconstrained demand plan is released from APO-DP at the location product level. The planner analyzes the supply situation before the nightly run and
makes any required adjustments (for example, increasing capacity).
4 The nightly planning run touches the complete supply network and plans the
safety stock, replenishment, distribution, and production plans. Depending on
the business requirements, the first planning run can consider infinite or finite
capacities.
5 The supply planner analyzes the supply situation again and reacts based on supply alerts (for example, stockouts) to focus on items that require critical
action. The planner may accept the system proposals, or may override those
proposals with his or her own feasible plan for the sales and operations planning meeting.
6 A second planning run is performed to re-balance demand and supply across
the network. Any excess inventory will trigger alerts for stock balancing. This
planning run may run on finite capacity and constraint environment. A
monthly snapshot may be taken at this stage by SAP BW.
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This section explains the basic customization steps for APO-DP, as well as the
background information and basic definitions you’ll need to get started. The customization steps consist of setting up a planning object structure for planning
based on the product, customer, and time characteristics; identifying the key figures (e.g., forecast, sales orders, promotions); and setting up the planning book
and macro (used for mathematical calculation) for both background and interactive planning.
Example
ABC Technology would like to design an SAP APO planning book with different product, customer, and time characteristics. Some examples of these characteristics are
product, product family, brand, customer, customer group, and calendar month. The
key figures display the planning data for the identified characteristics. Some examples of
the key figures are historical sales orders, forecast, and sales and marketing promotions.

Customizing APO-DP starts with a data modeling exercise in identifying InfoObjects (characteristics and key figures), which is explained in the following sub-sections. The solution designer performs the customization, taking into account
business requirements from demand planner users.
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4.2.1

InfoObjects

InfoObjects represent the smallest selling unit in SAP BW. They define the business process and information we are seeking. An example of an InfoObject is customer, product, or historical sales order quantity. Before we start customizing
InfoObjects, you need to understand some background information about them.
First of all, there are five different types of InfoObjects:
왘 Characteristics
Some examples of characteristics are customer, product, material group, customer group, and location. These represent the planning levels and consist of
customer and product attributes. One or more characteristics make up the key
to the data record for demand planning. Characteristics are definitions for
describing the business object, not the data.

Basic Customization in SAP APO-DP

Data Modeling Exercise
The data model defines the customer, product, or time characteristics on which
we want to divide the planning data in the SAP APO planning book. As Figure 4.4
shows, we start by drawing a three-dimensional axis with product, customer, and
time dimensions.
Example
For ABC Technology, we need to identify the product, geography, and customer hierarchies relevant to planning and promotions. Though the hierarchy master data may have
several levels, we only need to identify the aggregation level against which we forecast
and distribute the products for SAP APO planning. For each product, customer, and
time dimension, we list all of the hierarchical objects that would be relevant for APODP.

왘 Key figures
Key figures represent the numeric information for the business object. There
are different types of key figures: quantity, amount, date, time, number, and
integer. Some examples of key figures are selling price and actual sales order
quantity.
왘 Time characteristics
Time characteristics describe time reference for the business event. Some of the
standard SAP time characteristics are calendar day (0CALDAY), calendar week
(0CALWEEK), calendar month (0CALMONTH), calendar quarter (0CALQUARTER), calendar year (0CALYEAR), fiscal year (0FISCYEAR), and fiscal period (0FISCPER).
왘 Unit characteristics
Unit characteristics are used for providing a unit of measure for the defined key
figure.
왘 Technical characteristics
Technical characteristics are used for technical purposes. An example is a
request ID for storing the data load information.
These InfoObjects are translated with the data modeling, which identifies the
product, customer hierarchy, and time dimensions to be used in the SAP APO
planning object structure. Before you start customizing, you should always
understand the dimensions of the characteristics to be used in the SAP APO database model for which you’d like to perform demand planning. As such, we’ll start
with a data modeling exercise.
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Figure 4.4 InfoObject Data Modeling

Figure 4.4 shows how an ABC Technology business planner would separate his or
her data for planning and reporting purposes in SAP APO. Examples of product
characteristics are product category, brand, range, and product, while customer
characteristics are sales organization, sales region, location, channel, and customer. The time dimensions are calendar week and month. The planner can also
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identify characteristics to be used for selection and navigation, but not for planning. This type of characteristic is called a navigational attribute. An example of a
navigational attribute is the demand planner code as part of product characteristics, and the customer group for customer characteristics.

Basic Customization in SAP APO-DP

group, product, customer, sales organization, location, and material group, which
all help to separate planning data into different dimensions. As Figure 4.5 shows,
we can either directly input the InfoObject, or create a new one. You can access
the InfoObjects via Transaction RSD1 for any further maintenance.

Customization Steps
Now you’re ready to start creating InfoObjects.
First, create the InfoObject in the Administrator Workbench in SAP APO via the
menu path SPRO 폷 SAP Reference Img 폷 Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷
Supply Chain Planning 폷 Demand Planning 폷 Basic Settings 폷 Data Warehousing Workbench.
In the left part of the Data Warehousing Workbench, in the Modeling section,
click on InfoObjects. Right-click the node InfoObjects and choose Create InfoArea. An InfoArea is used for storing the characteristics and key figure catalogs
relevant to the data model.
Tips & Tricks
The BW Administrator Workbench can also be accessed via Transaction RSA1.

Once you’ve created the InfoArea, right-click on the InfoArea node to Create
InfoObject Catalog. The InfoObject Catalog is used to catalog the InfoObjects,
which have been created as characteristics, time characteristics, or key figures. As
Figure 4.5 shows, we want to create two separate catalogs for characteristics and
key figures. The catalog is used for storing project-specific APO-DP InfoObjects
for both characteristics and key figures. Per our case study, you need to input the
product, customer, and time characteristics into the characteristics catalog, and
the key figures into a separate catalog. You can maintain SAP standard characteristics and key figures starting with a 9A prefix in the catalogs by directly inputting
the technical field. The standard 9A prefix denotes characteristics (for example,
9AMATNR and 9ALOCNO) and key figures (for example, 9ADFCST) that are provided by
SAP.
Create new InfoObjects for the required characteristics and key figures by rightclicking the catalog, selecting Create InfoObject, and maintaining a technical
name and description. Always select BW InfoObject to be used for data staging
and extraction. Some examples of characteristics are product group, customer
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Figure 4.5 Steps for Creating Characteristics and Key Figures InfoObjects

APO-DP offers functionality in the form of a navigational attribute, which can be
used as a characteristic in the planning book for navigation, analysis, and reporting purposes. The ABC Technology business planner can use the characteristic
Demand Planner to segregate products for planning and the customer group, as
another characteristic, for the purpose of customer segmentation. You will
need to set up the navigational attribute, which helps define the selection and
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navigation criteria without defining them as characteristics in the demand planning structure. The first three steps (as shown in Figure 4.6) are:
1 Assign an attribute to the characteristics. The characteristics can be accessed via
Transaction RSD1 or in the BW Administrator Workbench (Transaction RSA1)
InfoObject folder. Double-click on the characteristics name to display the details
for maintenance.

Note
You can refer to SAP OSS Note 413526 for the list of comparisons between navigational
attributes and characteristics.

2 Next, input the characteristic that needs to serve as the navigational attribute. As
shown in the figure, the navigational attribute for the customer is the customer
group. Once maintained, click the Navigational Attribute icon to switch on
the navigational attribute.

Input the attribute

Switch on the
navigational attribute

Figure 4.7 Navigational Master Data Maintenance with Valid Combinations
Maintain the
attribute values

4.2.2

Figure 4.6 Setting up a Navigational Attribute to the Characteristics

3 The last step is to maintain the master data of the valid combination value in the
table, as shown in Figure 4.7.
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Planning Object Structure

Now that we have created the InfoObjects in APO-DP, the next step is to create
the planning object structure, which will define the characteristics we want to
model in the planning books. The planning object structure contains the characteristics required for planning and stored in SAP liveCache. The characteristics
determine the planning level and how the data can be stored. In our case study,
ABC Technology has elected to use the most commonly used characteristics from
the product and customer hierarchies.
The key here is to select all off the characteristics that will be used for planning
purposes. The activation of a planning object structure results in the creation of
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an internally generated InfoCube in which the characteristic combinations for the
planning object structure are stored. Follow these steps to create the structure:
1. Create a planning object structure via SPRO 폷 SAP Reference Img 폷 Advanced
Planning and Optimization 폷 Supply Chain Planning 폷 Demand Planning 폷
Basic Settings 폷 S&DP Administration.
2. Click the Planning Areas tree structure, and then choose Plng Object Structures to change the path from Planning Area to Planning Object Structure.
3. Transfer all the relevant characteristics defined earlier in InfoObject from the
right side to the left, as shown in Figure 4.8. Clicking Navigation Attributes
displays all the attributes associated with the planning characteristics.

Basic Customization in SAP APO-DP

Example
ABC Technology will want to define aggregates, so the demand planner has to access a
number of stock-keeping units (SKUs) for planning. The use of aggregates serves as an
indexing of the demand planning data.

In addition to the detailed level, the planning data is also stored in the aggregate
levels. Although the use of aggregates consumes little more SAP liveCache space
in-memory, the planning data load access is faster with the aggregate mechanism.
This is because there is no aggregation happening after you load your selection.
The system knows an aggregate exists and hence loads it directly.
To create an aggregate, right-click the planning object structure and select Create
Aggregate. Figure 4.9 shows an example of an activated aggregate. With this
functionality, the ABC Technology planner can now use the aggregate characteristics as a selection profile when accessing large volumes of data in the SAP APO
planning book.

Figure 4.8 Setting up Planning Object Structure for Demand Planning

Create Aggregates
Within the Planning Object Structure, we can also define aggregates. The primary purpose of the aggregate is to improve system performance while accessing
the planning data. This configuration will help the business planner access data
faster in the planning books with large selection.
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Figure 4.9 Aggregate for Planning Object Structure
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Note
Refer to SAP OSS Note 503363 for more information on the use of aggregates in planning object structures.

4.2.3

Planning Area

A planning area is the central data structure in APO-DP. It lists all the characteristics (i.e., the planning object structure) and contains a collection of key figures to
be used in the planning process. You can connect the planning area with an SAP
BW data mart to send the historical data to APO-DP. Key figures for planning and
their disaggregation types are defined for a planning area.
Before we begin configuring the planning area, we need to define the fiscal year
variant and the storage bucket profile, which will later be assigned to the planning area. Once users start using the SAP APO system, more characteristics and
key figures might be needed in the planning area to offer more flexibility in the
planning process. These additions require deactivating the current planning area
and the possible loss of planning data. For this reason, a backup of APO-DP is
kept in either SAP APO’s internal SAP BW system, or in the SAP BW system. This
contingency is also built during the system upgrade, when the planning areas are
deactivated and the SAP liveCache system is brought down. As a best practice, the
planning data backup is routinely scheduled every month.

Basic Customization in SAP APO-DP

The fiscal year variant needs to be updated annually, at the end of each fiscal year,
in order to reflect the periods of the succeeding years. To do this, follow the menu
path SPRO 폷 SAP Reference Img 폷 Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Supply Chain Planning 폷 Demand Planning 폷 Basic Settings 폷 Maintain Fiscal
Year Variant.
Next, create a storage bucket profile, which defines how the system stores the data
created by APO-DP or APO-SNP. You define the storage bucket profile for a specific
number of periods; thus, it is recommended that the periods be updated periodically. The fiscal variant is attached within the storage bucket profile. The customization path is SPRO 폷 SAP Reference Img 폷 Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Supply Chain Planning 폷 Demand Planning 폷 Basic Settings 폷 Define
Storage Bucket Profile. Figure 4.10 shows an example of a storage bucket profile.

Define the Fiscal Year Variant
Many companies use the fiscal year variant for financial reporting purposes. To
align finance estimates with planning volume, it would be ideal to use the fiscal
year variant for the calculation. The fiscal year variant is used to determine the fiscal year, how many posting periods are available in a year, and which dates constitute the end of each period. It is recommended that the fiscal year be defined
for a longer period of time than the horizon defined in the planning books.
Example
ABC Technology would like to plan for the next rolling twenty-four months, using the
last two years’ historical data. For this reason, if planning is done one year back and one
year ahead in the planning book, it is recommended that the fiscal variant be defined
two years in the past and two years into the future.
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Figure 4.10 Storage Bucket Profile

Once we have defined the fiscal year variant and the storage bucket profile, we
can input them into the planning area, as described in the next subsection.

Configure the Planning Area
The planning area combines the characteristics (from the planning object structure) and various key figures to further configure the planning. The planning
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book is where the business users perform planning analysis and adjustments to
formulate a demand plan. To set up the planning area, follow these steps:
1. To customize the planning area, follow the menu path SPRO 폷 SAP Reference
Img 폷 Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Supply Chain Planning 폷
Demand Planning 폷 Basic Settings 폷 S&DP Administration.
2. Right-click the planning area node and select Create Planning Area. In the
planning area, specify the following in various tabs:
왘 The list of the key figures (created earlier as InfoObjects) to be used for planning, as shown in Figure 4.11 (Key Figure tab).

Basic Customization in SAP APO-DP

왘 Currency to be used for planning (Info tab).
왘 Unit of measure for planning (Info tab).
왘 Aggregate level on which to data can be stored beside the lowest level to
improve performance (Aggregate tab).
왘 Aggregation and disaggregation rules for the key figures (Key Figure Aggregation tab).
In the Planning Area 폷 Key Figure Aggregation tab, we can define the aggregation and disaggregation of each key figure by its calculation type and its timebased disaggregation type. In the Calculation type field, we can mention if the
key figures needs to be marked pro-rata (type S), average (type A), or a reference
to a different key figure (type P).
Proportional Factors

As Figure 4.12 shows, while the majority of key figures are marked with calculation type S, the average price key figure is average A, and the manual adjustment
is marked P to be based on historical key figure pro rata.

Figure 4.12 Aggregation and Disaggregation Logic for Key Figures
Figure 4.11 Demand Planning Area
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Similarly to the calculation type, we maintain time-based disaggregation for
defining rules for planning data disaggregation. Some examples of time-based disaggregation are either proportional allocation (type P) or no time-based disaggregation (type N). The time-based disaggregation is of particular interest in business
scenarios when the majority of the sales occur during the last week or days of the
month. Figure 4.12 shows different calculation and time-based disaggregation
types. The main concept here is proportional factors. SAP APO uses proportional
factors to enable the disaggregation of data down to the lowest level.
Example
ABC Technology plans to calculate the proportional factors and use the calculation as a
reference for the statistical forecast key figure. This will ensure that the forecast is placed
at the correct location based on the historical pattern. ABC Technology has two locations where the historical sales were split at 40% and 60% for a specific month of the
year. When the forecast is calculated for the same future month, the system takes the
same percentage and disaggregates the forecast figures based on those values.

of the supply network. Changing a key figure value anywhere within this planning network automatically triggers a proportional re-propagation throughout
the network, which was calculated earlier. You can drill down or drill up through
one or more levels. There are two main calculation types here for proportional
factor calculation:
왘 Pro rata of planning data
The data is disaggregated according to the distribution ratio that the system
derives dynamically from the existing planned data. The proportional factors
are not used with this disaggregation type.
왘 Proportional factors
The proportional factors are percentage based and held in the key figure APODPDANT. Figure 4.12 shows an example for forecasting a key figure, which uses
the key figure APODPDANT to disaggregate. ABC Technology would like to use the
most recent year’s historical proportional factor for the same bucket as this
year’s forecast key figure.

Planning
Level

Planning

The system uses proportional factors to distribute its products nationally. The
proportional factor can be overridden by the demand planner based on their
experience with the product. ABC Technology would want to change its proportional factors based on the distribution centers (DC) stocking policy. These changes
might be initiated due to strategic reasons or slow-moving inventory in one part
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APO-DP’s method of aggregation and disaggregation is called a “consistent” planning model (Figure 4.13). Using the lowest level of actual data (usually the product-location level), it generates proportional values throughout its planning network (characteristic value combinations).
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Tips & Tricks
It is recommended that the automatic generation of proportional factors be done every
book month to take into account any changes in the proportional factors based on the
previous book month’s actual sales.

Pro Rata or
Proportional
Factors

Di

For some of the other product groups, the ABC Technology planner would like to have
the ability to override the system-generated proportional factors and just use the timebased disaggregation to reflect the stocking policy across various tree locations in SAP
APO. In this business scenario, the business planner would maintain the location-proportional factors offline and manually upload them to the planning book. The proportional factors can be generated based on actual sales history as well as manually
adjusted by the demand planner.
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Figure 4.13 SAP APO Consistent Planning

Time-Based Disaggregation

Besides the calculation type, we also maintain time-based disaggregation. A scenario for time-based disaggregation may occur when ABC Technology has products that always peak at month-end sales during the last week of the month. In
this situation, we can define the time-based disaggregation key figure (type K) in
the planning area configuration, as shown previously in Figure 4.12, in the Key
Figure Aggregation tab, which defines the percentage split of the monthly forecast into weekly buckets. The business planner maintains the percentage, and the
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system uses this key figure percentage during the disaggregation of the forecast
from monthly to weekly buckets. The ABC Technology planner can maintain the
proportional factors and time-based disaggregation factor offline in Microsoft
Excel and use the “upload” function to load it into the demand planning book.
Planning Area Key Figure Settings

Basic Customization in SAP APO-DP

Figure 4.14, with the selection variant on the left section and the planning view
section in middle. There are additional setting toolbars for downloading and
uploading planning books, pivot sorting, and more.
Selected
Object
Selection
Window

In a production environment, it might be necessary to change the key figure settings
to support new business requirements. An example would be if ABC Technology
would like to integrate new proportional factor logic with the planning solution. From
SAP SCM 7.0 onwards, the planning area offers the flexibility to change the key figure
setting without de-initializing the planning area using report /SAPAPO/TS_LCM_PAREA_
CHANGE2. However, note that de-initializing the planning area leads to a potential loss
of all time series data for the planning area.

Selected
Key Figures

Planning Book

Your next step is to customize the planning book for your business requirements
in order to define the planning information content and layout of the interactive
planning screen. The planning book serves as the frontend interface to the ABC
Technology demand planner users. The business planners would use the planning book for different purposes. While the primary goal would be analyzing the
forecast result based on history, the planner can also remove historical outliers
and perform interactive forecasting directly in the planning book. The key figure
in the planning book may also provide demand planning accuracy calculations for
the planner to analyze.
Planning books are highly customizable, and the screen can be designed to suit
individual planning tasks. Besides having different time bucket views, the planning book can be designed to have multiple data views based on the information requirements. Each planning book can have multiple data views, giving the
user flexibility to view and analyze planning information in different angles.
Some examples of data views are views for historical data, key figures, and forecasting-related key figures. A typical planning book looks like what is shown in
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Additional Settings
toolbar

Standard Selections
User Specific
Planning Books

Once the planning area is configured, we next need to design a planning book. The
planning book is where most of the calculation occurs and provides information
to business users. There are usually two sets of planning books—one for business
planners and the other for performing background calculations.

4.2.4

Header
Information

Macros
Graphical Represent

Figure 4.14 SAP APO Planning Book View

Create the Time Bucket Profile
Before creating a planning book, you need to create the time bucket profile to be
used for the planning book. A time bucket profiles defines the historical or future
time horizon for APO-DP and helps businesses to visualize their planning data in
the planning book. With this step, you define which time buckets can be used for
planning, how many periods of each time bucket are used, and the sequence in
which the time buckets appear in the planning table.
Example
Since the ABC Technology planner would like to visualize planning data monthly, quarterly, and yearly, we can define time bucket profiles and switch them accordingly in the
planning book. As the default for the planning book, we will assign twenty-four months
of time bucket profiles in monthly buckets.

The first and second planning bucket profiles determine how the data (history
and future) is viewed. Using the time bucket profile, the business can determine
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the historical period it would like to view and the future period for viewing forecasts. It is not determining the forecast horizon. The third planning bucket’s profile is used to determine the number of forecast value periods released from APODP to APO-SNP. To customize the time bucket profile, follow the path SPRO 폷 SAP
Reference Img 폷 Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Supply Chain Planning 폷 Demand Planning 폷 Basic Settings 폷 Define Planning Bucket Profile, or
use Transaction /SAPAPO/TR30.
An example of a planning time bucket profile is shown in Figure 4.15, in which
the planning bucket is split between weekly and monthly buckets. This allows the
business users to view some portion of the data on the weekly buckets for operational planning and the rest of the data on monthly buckets for tactical and operational planning.

Figure 4.16 Demand Planning Book Wizard (1/2)
Figure 4.15 Planning Time Bucket Profile

Custom Planning Books
The interactive Planning Book Wizard (Transaction /SAPAPO/SDP8B) is available
if you need to create custom planning books. We’ll walk through the planning
book creation process in the following steps:
1. Type in the new planning book name and click Create.
2. Input a text description of the planning book, assign a planning area, and select
the forecasting method and proportional maintenance (Figure 4.16, 1). Click
Continue to move to the next tab.
3. Select the key figures required in the planning book for both viewing and calculations purposes. Drag and drop from the Planning Area section to the Planning Book section (Figure 4.16, 2). Click Continue to move to the next tab.
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4. Select the planning book characteristics (used for slice and dice) required in the
planning book by dragging and dropping them from the right section to the left
section (see Figure 4.16, 3). Click Continue to move to the next tab.
5. Change the key figure description to make it more easily understandable for
business users. Create auxiliary key figures directly, if required for calculations
(see Figure 4.17). Click Continue to move to the next tab.
6. Input the time bucket profile(s) for both the past and future horizon visibility
in the planning book. Select Table 2 if you need to design a two-tabular section
in the planning book for business users (for example, if they need to view two
sections to compare the volume and dollar values; see Figure 4.17, 4 and 5).
Click Continue to move to the next tab. In this case, the planner can have two
split planning book tables. While the top table shows the planning data in volume, the bottom table might give the planning data in dollar values.
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4.2.5

Macros

A macro is an important component for facilitating planning tasks in a planning
book. Both simple and complex macros can be designed. Some examples of simple macros are a calculation based on key figures, changing the cell color in a
planning book, and copying a key figure value from one row to the next. An
example of a complex macro is the generation of alerts or pop-up messages when
a cell falls below a certain threshold. The macros can be triggered either interactively (i.e., manually in a planning book) or via background batch processing.
SAP APO provides a tool called the Macro Builder, which allows you to create your
own custom macros to perform a variety of functions, such as mathematical, statistical, logical, and planning calculations. Macros are a prerequisite to perform
some of the simple and complex mathematical calculation in APO-DP. There are
no standard APO-DP macros that you can use out of the box, as the majority of planning books are custom. SAP provides some examples of macro functions, which
can be used as templates for building macros. To access the Macro Builder, follow
the menu path SPRO 폷 SAP Reference Img 폷 Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Supply Chain Planning 폷 Demand Planning 폷 Basic Settings 폷 Define Macros, or use Transaction /SAPAPO/ADVM. As shown in Figure 4.18, the Macro
Builder has different screen areas, which we’ll discuss in the following subsections.
Elements
Events

Planning Table
Data View layout

Figure 4.17 Demand Planning Book Wizard (2/2)

7. In the final step, arrange the key figure sequence you want the business users
to visualize in the planning book (see Figure 4.17, 6). In this step, the solution
designer needs to consult with business users to identify the layout of the key
figures in the planning book. Click Complete to finalize the planning book creation.

Clipboard
Depot
Macro
Development
Area

Our next step is to look at macros, which are embedded in the planning book for
either mathematical calculation or alert generations.
Figure 4.18 Macro Builder Screen
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Elements
Elements are the building blocks of macros. You can use the following element
options when building your own custom macro:
왘 Macro
Used for macro description and determining the period to be analyzed and
whether interactive or mass processing is mentioned. If selected interactively,
it allows business users to execute macros from the planning book.
왘 User exit macro
Used for implementing custom macros in routine code and for building complex logic in ABAP language.
왘 Step
Consists of one or more macro calculations with the number of iterations for
each step. The steps need to be structured enough to follow the logic in
sequence. Various business calculations can be created in logical sequence with
the use of steps.

Basic Customization in SAP APO-DP

왘 Process message
Defines the message text and has the system issue a message in response to the
alert situation.
왘 Action box
Allows you to trigger an action that contains a function.
왘 Documents
Can be used to trigger email notifications to the user.

Macro Development Area
The Macro Development Area serves as a work area for the solution designer to
create macros. Figure 4.19 shows an example of two macros created in the work
area by dragging and dropping various elements.
Check
macro

Activate
macro

Deactivate
macro/step

왘 Control Statement
Used with a condition statement to define macro steps and calculations. Conditional statements like IF and ENDIF are embedded in the macro to draw the
business decision tree.
왘 Condition
Defines logical conditions together with control statements to be used in macro
steps and calculations. Used in macros in conjunction with control statements
to draw the business decision tree.

Level 1
Level 4
Condition

Level 2
Level 3

Mathematical
calculation
macro

왘 Planning table
Consists of many sub-items for which the result of the macro calculation is
assigned either in cells, rows, or columns. Used in macros to assign the calculated value to a particular cell in the planning book.
왘 Operator/Functions
Arithmetic, statistical, or mathematical calculation to be performed for a specific row. Macros include operators and/or functions to calculate a specific key
figure. An example would be using COVER_CALC to calculate the projected days’
supply for demand based on the receipt elements.
왘 Alert/Status
Writes alerts in the Alert Monitor and displays the status after the execution of
a macro. The macro can execute dynamic and database alerts and write the
result in the Alert Monitor.
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Control
statement

Alert
macro

Alert update

Figure 4.19 Macro Builder Work Area
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The first macro creates forecast bias by subtracting the forecast from the actual
value, while the second macro creates alerts for the deviation based on a percentage factor. Macros are highly customizable and can easily represent some of the
business exception rules. As seen in the first macro example, there are four levels
defined within a macro:
왘 Level 1 is the macro description.
왘 Level 2 is a step mentioning the time horizon the macro needs to iterate.
왘 Level 3 is a result of the specific key figure from the planning table.
왘 Level 4 is the argument that is often a function or logic for the macro.
Also seen in the example are the use of the control statement, condition statement, alert update, and simple mathematical calculations. Besides the Activate
macro icon, the other two icons (Check and Deactivate) are helpful to troubleshoot the macro syntax errors during macro writing.
User Exit Macros
User exit macros can be used to code complex business requirements not supported by
standard macro functions. Use function module EXIT_/SAPAPO/SAPMMCP6_005, which
includes program ZXMUSERU0 where the user exit routine can be written.

Basic Customization in SAP APO-DP

Events
Once the macro is developed, it can be executed interactively or in a batch job.
Alternatively, the macro can be triggered automatically if assigned as Events in
one of four types:
왘 Default
Macros are executed when the planner opens the planning book and selects his
or her products. The macro is also regenerated once the planner performs some
action and saves the result interactively.
왘 Level Change
Macros are executed when the planner drills up and down in the interactive
planning book.
왘 Start
Macros are executed when the planner opens the planning book and selects his
selection ID.
왘 Exit
Macros are executed when the planner saves the plan and exits the planning
book.

Process Steps for Creating a Simple SAP APO Macro
Depot
The macros get parked in the Depot. Once the macros are activated and saved,
they can be parked in the depot by simple drag and drop. Different statuses can
be identified with macro status colors:

The following provides some simple steps for creating a macro in the Macro
Workbench, which is accessed via Transaction /SAPAPO/ADVM:
1. Navigate to the macro development area. Right-click Macros in the Macro
Book and then click Create New Macro 폷 Add Macro.

왘 Green
Indicates that the macro has no syntax or logic errors and that the macro is
compiled and activated.

2. Give a text description of the macro. If the macro can be interactively executed
in the planning book, choose any appropriate icon design in the Assigned
pushbutton. Click Continue once done.

왘 Yellow
Indicates that the macro has been checked and does not have error but is not
activated.

3. Right-click the macro name and then choose Add Macro Element 폷 Step. Give
some description of the step. Click Continue once done.

왘 Red
The macro is not complete.
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4. Now drag and drop Row from the Planning Table in the Element section to
the macro development area. Identify the key figure to be used for the calculation. Click Adopt once done. If any more key figures are dragged and dropped
for calculation (let‘s say A = B + C), select Create in Next Level for key figures
B and C.
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5. Drag and drop the Operator/Function to the key figure calculation. Choose
Insert when inserting the mathematical operation + between two key figures B
and C. Click Continue once done.
6. Click the Consistency Check before activating the macro. Any syntax errors
will be identified in this step. If there are no errors, the macro name icon will
turn yellow, and we can activate the macro.
7. If the macro needs to be executed every time we open the planning book or exit
or change the planning level, drag and drop the macro under the Default, Level
Change, Start, and Exit options on the Events section on the Macro Builder.
8. Save the macro by clicking the Save icon.

4.2.6

Locking Key Figures

Basic Customization in SAP APO-DP

4.2

2. During the key figure definition, assign the second fixing key figure information on the first key figure info object within the Fixed Key Figure field.
3. Access the planning area administration using Transaction /SAPAPO/MSDP_
ADMIN. In the planning area, the first key figure will have Fixed key figure
type. This is just a validation step to ensure correct assignment of the key figure.
As a result of these steps, when a user is in the planning book and right-clicks the
Fix Cell option, a padlock icon and a pink font indicate that this value is now
fixed. If you want to automate the functionality, you can fix the key figure with a
macro by making a change in the key figure scope of the change to level fixing in
the Macro Workbench, as shown in Figure 4.20.
InfoObject

Sometimes a business may need to lock a key figure after planning. There can be
various business reasons for locking a key figure to avoid any system calculation
override. For example, the ABC Technology demand planner locks the current
month plan after it is released in sales and operations. This snapshot helps the
company to calculate the forecast accuracy based on the snapshot.
Another business scenario when the locking function can be used is in allocation.
This is often used when remaining material quantities need to be redistributed to
other products (for example, promotional items) in a product group after the base
product volume is fixed. The fixed value should not change if you change other
values of key figures at different planning levels. To customize fixing within a key
figure, follow these steps (see Figure 4.20):

Fixing via Macro

Planning Area

1. Access the BW Administrator Workbench in SAP APO using Transaction RSA1.
Define two key figures—one for the value of the key figure and one to store the
fixing information.
Note
Note that the second key figure type needs to be an SAP APO key figure (not SAP BW).
During the key figure creation, we get two options: an SAP APO key figure or SAP BW
key figure type. The SAP BW key figure type is used primarily for data staging and
extraction process, while the SAP APO key figure type is used only for planning purposes.
Figure 4.20 Fixing Key Figures
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Note
Refer to SAP Notes 643517 and 687074 for more information on how to fix key figures
with macros.

4.2.7

Time Series Consistency Checks

Once any new master data is maintained in APO-DP, we need to execute the consistency check and delta sync programs routinely. For data consistency, it is
highly recommend that you check the SAP liveCache consistency on a regular
basis. Table 4.1 lists all transaction codes you can use to check the time series consistency check in APO-DP.
Transaction

Description

/SAPAPO/TS_LCM_CONS_CHECK

Time series consistency check

/SAPAPO/TS_PSTRU_CONS_CHECK

Planning object structure consistency check

/SAPAPO/TS_LCM_PLOB_DELTA_SYNC

Adjust time series object in planning object
structure

/SAPAPO/TS_LCM_REORG

Delete time series and time bucket profiles
having no SAP liveCache anchors

/SAPAPO/OM17

Consistency check between SAP liveCache
and time series

/SAPAPO/TS_PAREA_INITIALIZE

Initialize time series in planning area

왘 Inbound staging
Involved in loading the historical sales orders data and delta sales orders after
system cutover.
왘 Outbound staging
Involved in the extraction of planning data from SAP liveCache for reporting
and archiving purposes in SAP BW.
Figure 4.21 shows the schematic flow diagram for the inbound and outbound
flows in SAP APO. The inbound flow starts from SAP ERP Logistics Information
System (LIS) extractors for sales orders and deliveries that will load the actual
sales orders into the historical InfoCube in SAP BW.
SAP ERP

SAP BW

Sales
Archiving

SD Order
2LIS_11_VASCL

SAP APO

Sales
Reporting

Sales
ODS

Sales
History
Cube

SD Delivery
2LIS_12_VASCL

Customer

Customer

Material

Material

SAP liveCache

APO-DP Planning Area

Sales
Delta
Cube

Table 4.1 SAP liveCache Consistency Check Transaction Codes

Once you‘ve performed the basic configuration, it’s time to load the historical
data via data staging. We’ll discuss this in the following section.

Export
datasource

Sales
History
Cube

Export datasource

4.3
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Delta
Cube
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Data staging in APO-DP involves both inbound and outbound flows to SAP APO.
The inbound flow is the historical sales order data, which is interfaced from SAP
ERP via SAP BW. The outbound flow is the data extraction of demand planning
data for reporting purposes. The core activities performed during the inbound
and outbound staging are as follows:

4.3

Figure 4.21 Demand Planning Data Staging Involving SAP ERP, SAP BW, and SAP APO

There are two InfoCubes: one for historical sales orders and the other for the delta
load after the system has gone live. The material and customer master data are also
interfaced with SAP BW to be enriched with additional material and customer
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attributes (for example, MRP controller or transportation zone), which are used
for demand planning. The historical load usually consists of two to three years of
sales order history, while the delta load consists of the last week’s sales orders.
Once the data is available in APO-DP’s internal SAP BW component, it can be
transferred to the APO-DP area. The subsequent process creates forecasting for the
materials.
The outbound data staging begins once the planning is finalized and can be published to SAP BW for the reporting and archiving processes. The data is extracted
from time series SAP liveCache and passed into SAP BW objects. The main reasons
to route the data staging via SAP BW are the scalability, archiving, and reporting
capabilities. The business uses the report for its monthly forecast review meeting
and also for sales and operations planning meetings.
Let’s see the customization steps for modeling the SAP APO inbound process for
loading historical data into an SAP APO InfoCube. All the customization steps are
done in the BW Administrator Workbench (Transaction RSA1):
1. Create a source system.
A source system indicates the system from which the transactional data and
master data originated. Besides the flat file system, there are multiple other
source systems available to connect with SAP BW in SAP APO. Examples are
SAP BW, DBConnect, and web services. ABC Technology would like to upload
the historical sales orders from both the flat file and the SAP BW system. To create a source system, right-click the source system type (file, BW) and select Create. Figure 4.22 1 shows the source system created from the BW Administrator Workbench.
2. Create a DataSource.
After the source system, we create a DataSource. Here we specify the format of
the file, which will be uploaded into the InfoCube, so this needs to be in accordance with the file format that has been decided for data upload. The ABC
Technology planner has decided to load the historical sales from the flat file.
Select the DataSource option from the Modeling section and right-click the
unassigned node to select the Create DataSource option. Provide the source
system name to be linked with the DataSource. Figure 4.22 2 shows DataSource creation for transactional data (historical sales).
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Figure 4.22 Steps for Creating a Source System and DataSource

Custom DataSource
Companies often build custom tables in their systems to support business requirements.
Use Transaction SBIW (Generic DatasSource - Maintain Generic DataSource) for custom
table extraction. Input the transactional data table name in the Transaction Data field
to create the DataSource.
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3. Create InfoCube.
The InfoCube serves as a data container for the planning data wherein we
assign the characteristics and key figures (see Figure 4.22, 3). The InfoCube can
receive data from multiple InfoSources. Follow these steps (see Figure 4.23):

Data Staging for SAP APO-DP

The final InfoCube, once activated, will look like what’s shown in Figure 4.24.
The InfoCube will store the data to be transferred to the planning area as time
series objects in SAP liveCache for demand planning.

왘 Access Transaction RSA1. Right-click InfoProvider in the Modeling area to
first create an InfoArea 1.
왘 Once the InfoArea is created, right-click the created InfoArea again to create
your InfoCube by choosing option Create InfoCube 2.
왘 Nominate the InfoCube to be the BW type in the Choice of BW Application
pop-up screen 3 and 4.
왘 In the InfoCube, directly input the dimensions (characteristics) and key figures by clicking on Dimensions 폷 Create New Dimensions.
Note
If you have any navigational attributes attached with the characteristics, they will populate automatically in the InfoCube (step 5).

Figure 4.24 InfoCube with Various Dimensions (Characteristics) and Key Figures

4. Create transformation.
Once the InfoCube is created, we need to define the transformation and data
transfer process (DTP) for mapping the source (file) with the destination (InfoCube). Follow these steps:
왘 Access Transaction RSA1 (Figure 4.25), right-click your InfoCube name, and
select Create Transformation 1.
왘 In the Create Transformation screen, input the DataSource to be connected with the InfoProvider (InfoCube) 2 and 3.
Figure 4.23 Steps for Creating an InfoCube in SAP APO’s Internal SAP BW Component
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왘 An automatic proposal of the field mapping between the DataSource and
InfoCube will be shown in the next screen. Take note of the rule type by
which we can define the data transformation method 4. The rule type is
used for any transformation (for example, changing the unit of measure
from an alternative to a base unit of measure). In the rule type, we define
whether any data conversion is required from the DataSource file before
loading historical data into the InfoCube.

Data Staging for SAP APO-DP

왘 In Transaction RSA1, locate your InfoCube under the InfoProvider. Under
the InfoCube structure, click the DTP to input the file loading path, per the
example in Figure 4.26 (1 and 2). The DTP can be either scheduled in a process chain (Transaction RSPC or run directly via Transaction RSA1.

왘 Assign a constant value to a characteristic, change the calendar day to calendar month or input routine to change the unit of measure.

Figure 4.26 Steps for Creating the DTP

Figure 4.25 Steps for Creating Transformation

5. Create data transfer process (DTP).
This process will be used to upload the file into SAP APO and schedule it as a
process chain job:
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왘 Once the DTP process runs successfully, view the data content of the request
by right-clicking the InfoCube (see Figure 4.27) and selecting Manage 1.
Highlight the InfoCube and select the icon on top, Contents. This will display the InfoCube contents. Figure 4.27 also shows the data model for the
InfoCube 2. We can also view the data model by clicking the Display Data
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Model option 3. A graphical tree structure shows how the data from the
source system (flat file) moves to DataSource, and then via DTP to the InfoCube.

Data Management in SAP APO-DP

is launched or a customer/customer group starts buying a product they did not
buy in the past, a new CVC needs to be created in APO-DP. In the following sections, we’ll show you how to create a CVC and how to work with it.

4.4.1

Creating New Characteristic Value Combinations

For new products, the new characteristic combinations will have to be created
manually since the planning needs to forecast before the first actual sales
occur. In our business case example, ABC Technology has implemented a new
product introduction (NPI) workflow, which tracks the completion of all the
master data maintenance activities in a timely manner. For situations when a
customer buys an existing product for the first time, the new characteristic
combinations can be generated automatically using the history of these sales.
The CVC can be created either manually or automatically via Transaction
/SAPAPO/MC62. For manual creation, the demand planner clicks Create single characteristics combination for the specific master planning object structure. In the next screen, the demand planner maintains all the required characteristics and presses Execute (F8).
Note
You can find additional information on how to maintain CVCs in Chapter 5, Section
5.2.2.

4.4.2
Figure 4.27 InfoCube Content and Data Model

ABC Technology uses the InfoCube not only for loading the historical files, for
online reporting purposes via a virtual InfoCube with SAP APO’s internal SAP BW
component.

4.4

Data Management in SAP APO-DP

APO-DP needs characteristic value combinations (CVC) to exist for every possible
combination that needs to be planned. This means that every time a new product
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Capturing History

The sales order history is captured in SAP APO’s internal SAP BW InfoProvider
(InfoCube), where we can generate the characteristics combinations automatically. This process can also be scheduled as a background batch job. To enable this
process, the user needs to validate that the sales order history is available in the
InfoCube using Transaction LISTCUBE and access Transaction /SAPAPO/MC62,
which is used for CVC generation using the InfoCube (see Figure 4.28). For largevolume CVC creation, it is always recommended to split the job to avoid any
performance issues. You should run the time series consistency programs (see Section 4.2.7) after the CVC creation to avoid any SAP liveCache inconsistency anchor
issues.
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Figure 4.28 CVC Creation

4.4.3

Transfer Planning Data

Once the CVC is created as APO-DP master data, we can transfer the planning
data from SAP APO’s internal SAP BW InfoCube to the APO-DP planning area. To
do this, access Transaction /SAPAPO/TSCUBE (see Figure 4.29). Enter the InfoCube (source) and APO-DP planning area (destination) in their respective fields,
as well as the planning version (active version 000).
Map the InfoObject of the InfoCube with the key figure in the planning area. The
transfer of the planning data can be validated in the planning book (Transaction
/SAPAPO/SDP94). During the transfer, the business planner needs to exit the
planning book to avoid any data locking issues.
Once the history is loaded in the planning book, the planner needs to identify the
best forecast model to run the product for determining future forecasts. Setting
up the forecast method is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.29 Loading Planning Data from InfoCube to Planning Area/Book

4.5

Setting up Forecast Methods

Before performing the forecast modeling in the system, the business planner
needs to make some of the following decisions to start the process.
Example
ABC Technology needs to decide on the level of the product hierarchy at which to run
the statistical forecast. It also needs to decide on the time bucket used for statistical
forecasting, the length of history and future horizons, forecasting method, parameters
within the method, and frequency of update for the forecasts.

There are two different methods of forecasting available in APO-DP: univariate
forecasting and casual forecasting. The former purely studies the historical pattern
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and proposes the best fit model based on the lowest forecast error. The latter
combines the external market factors (economic condition, price, weather, etc.)
while determining the forecast.

Historical
sales raw
data

Next, we will look at both univariate and casual forecasting methods. First, let us
look at the univariate forecast methods. In our business case example, depending
on product family, ABC Technology can use either of the forecasting models.
While the univariate is easy to formulate, the casual requires more effort on the
collection of external environment data.

4.5.1

Data
analysis
complete

Plot the data in
planning book and
analyze pattern

Univariate Forecasting

This section presents the overview on forecasting model framework using univariate forecasting as example. Further explanation on the univariate forecasting is
provided in Section 4.5.3.
Within the univariate forecasting method, there are more than 20 different statistical models available in SAP APO, but we can broadly classify them into two:
exponential smoothing and linear regression. Exponential smoothing uses inherent
properties of time series, while linear regression extrapolates a model fitted to the
data. Table 4.2 provides the list of six commonly used forecast methods across the
exponential and linear regression.
Forecast Method

Profile

Interactive

Single Exponential Smoothing

M11

Constant Models

Holt’s Method

M21

Trend Models

Seasonal, No Trend

M31

Seasonal Models

Holt-Winters’ Method

M41

Seasonal Trend Models

Linear Regression

M94

Linear Regression

Seasonal Linear Regression

M35

Seasonal and Linear Regression

Is the
demand pattern
seaonal?

YES

YES

Seasonal
linear
regression or
Holt-Winters

Does the
pattern have
linear trend?

NO

NO

YES

Does the
pattern have
linear trend?

Holt or
linear
Regression

Seasonal,
no trend

NO

NO

Single
exponential
smoothing

Perform automatic
forecasting model
comparision

Manual vs.
auto forecast error
acceptable

YES

Table 4.2 Commonly Used Forecast Methods in SAP APO

Forecast model
identified

Figure 4.30 illustrates the forecasting model framework with steps toward identifying the best fit forecasting model:

Figure 4.30 Forecasting Model Framework

1. Collect the raw historical sales data from the source system.

3. Load the planning data into SAP APO to study the historical pattern.

2. Analyze the data and perform possible manual outlier corrections on known
events.

4. Perform the decision tree on demand pattern seasonality and linear trends.
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5. Select the decision tree model and run an interactive forecast.
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6. Run the automatic forecast selection model.

Ex-Post Forecast

7. Compare the manually selected and automatic forecast model with forecast
error analysis.

An ex-post forecast is a forecast run in the past against historical values. The expost forecast is used to measure model fit. Figure 4.32 shows the ex-post forecast
calculated during the forecast run. The comparison of the ex-post forecast and
history gives the forecast error used for identifying best-fit model. Some of the
forecast models (i.e., moving average, weighted moving average, history adopted,
and manual forecast) do not generate the ex-post forecast. This analysis allows the
ABC Technology demand planner to look at the outliers identified during the expost moving average calculation.

8. Reiterate the result with a similar forecast model by fine-tuning , , and 
parameter values.
9. Alternatively, identify new forecast models until the result is satisfactory, per
business requirements.

4.5.2

Forecast Definitions

Before we look at various forecast methods in more detail (later on in this section), let’s look at some common definitions used in the forecasting process.

Model Parameters
The model parameters—alpha (), beta (), and gamma ()—control the weighting
of each historical value. Alpha is used in basic value calculation, beta in trend
value calculation, and gamma in the seasonal index calculation. Values for the
parameters range from 0 to 1. Values closer to 0 will use the whole history, while
values closer to 1 use only the more recent historical data. The parameters also
control how reactive the forecast is to changes in the historical pattern.
Figure 4.31 graphically depicts the three parameters. ABC Technology presents
the lowest value of 0.1 across all three parameters in the auto-model and lets the
system perform in increments until it finds the lowest forecast error.

Seasonal value (γ)
Trend
value (β)
Basic value (α)
Past

Figure 4.31 Forecasting Model Parameters
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Future

Initialization

Ex-post Forecast

Data Values

4

Forecast

Forecast Values
History Values

History

Future

Figure 4.32 Ex-Post Forecast and Initialization During the Forecast Run

Model Initialization
As most of the model uses the recursive method to look at the history pattern,
depending on the model, one or more period is required for initialization. Table
4.3 gives the list of minimum periods required by the system and ideal history for
proper statistical calculation.
Forecast Method

System

Statistical

Single exponential smoothing

3

6

Holt’s method

4

6

Seasonal, no trend

12

24

Holt-Winters’ method

15

24

Linear regression

1

6

Seasonal linear regression

12

24

Table 4.3 Minimum Number of Periods Required by the System
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Forecast Error

Forecast Profile

A forecast error is defined as deviation between the actual history and the calculated
ex-post forecast. The lower deviation (forecast error) means the forecast has used
more of the historical pattern while estimating the future forecast. The demand
planner needs to closely monitor the forecast error while picking the best fit forecasting model for their products. SAP APO provides alerts in form of diagnosis
group where the % forecast error tolerances can be defined for monitoring the forecasting result. Table 4.4 lists all the forecast errors. Industry best practice recommends using forecast errors MAPE and MAD for forecasting model identification.

In APO-DP, the logic of how a forecast is carried out is stored in the forecast profile. Since different models can be used for different products, various forecast
profiles can be set up in the system. The forecast model to forecast seasonal products may be different than stable products. The maintenance of the forecast profile is done primarily by the business users. The ABC Technology demand planner
uses his or her product experience to set some of the products on the auto-forecasting model and separate others to run on a pre-defined forecasting model.

Forecast Error
Name

Definition

Comment

Mean absolute
deviation (MAD)

The mean absolute deviation is calculated by the absolute difference
between the ex-post forecast and the
actual value.

The mean absolute deviation
is the error calculation used
to determine the best fit in
the Auto Model 2 Forecasting Model. MAD is an example of absolute error.

Error total (ET)

The error total is the sum of the difference between the actual and the
ex-post forecast.

Mean absolute
percentage error
(MAPE)

The mean square error is the average
of the sum of the square of each difference between the ex-post forecast
and the actual value.

Mean square error
(MSE)

The mean square error is the average
of the sum of the square of each difference between the ex-post forecast
and the actual value.

Best Practice
As an industry best practice, the forecasting model is reviewed by the business once
every quarter by analyzing the forecast accuracy performance. The same forecast profile
can be used for both interactive and background batch jobs.

A forecast profile is created in Transaction /SAPAPO/MC96B, as shown in Figure
4.33. Besides defining the forecast and history key figures, we also define the
horizons and the forecasting model.

The mean absolute percentage error is the most commonly used in the industry,
along with MAD. MAPE is an
example of relative error.

Square root of mean The root mean square error is the
square error (RMSE) square root of the average of the sum
of the squared difference between
the actual and ex-post forecast value.
Mean percentage
error (MPE)

The mean percentage error is the
average percentage error of the difference between the ex-post forecast
and the actual values.

Table 4.4 Forecast Error Used for Analysis
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Mean percentage error is the
simplest of all the errors, with
high chances of being skewed
due to outlier record.
Figure 4.33 Forecast Profile
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Assignment of Forecast Key Figures

Single Exponential Smoothing (Method 11)

Key figures can be assigned to store the calculations of forecast, corrected history,
corrected forecast, ex-post forecast, and ex-post forecast MLR. This assignment is
done in Transaction /SAPAPO/MSDP_ADMIN with the path Extras 폷 Forecast
Settings. Figure 4.34 shows the forecast key figure assignment.

This method is best suited for products with a historical pattern that does not
include any seasonality or trend. Some of the ABC Technology products, such as
desktops, have stable sales and will use the single exponential smoothing method.
This method forecasts the next period (monthly bucket), and this value is
repeated for next 12-18 months. The forecast method yields a flat line. The forecast
is a weighted average of the baseline history, and the recent history is weighted
more than the past periods.
A parameter value of  closer to 0 will result in a slower decline, while one closer
to 1 will result in a fast decline. A recommended parameter value  is between 0.2
and 0.5. An example of a single exponential smoothing model from ABC Technology is shown in Figure 4.35.

Figure 4.34 Forecast Key Assignment in Planning Area

Corrected History
The outlier from the history can be corrected either manually or automatically by
defining in the forecast profile—outlier correction, as shown in Figure 4.33. The
correction is done for the outlier lying outside the tolerance level calculated with
reference to standard deviation. The ABC Technology demand planner reviews
the automatic cleansing of the outliers to ensure that the historical pattern is not
touched during the correction.

Corrected Forecast
The corrected forecast takes into account the workday correction for the respective bucket. This can be achieved by maintaining the Days in Period field in the
univariate forecast profile (Figure 4.33). An alternative would be to use a macro
based on the time stream planning calendar defined in the location master.

4.5.3

Univariate Forecasting Methods

Figure 4.35 Single Exponential Smoothing Model

Let’s study some of the commonly used univariate (statistical) models in this section.
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Holt’s Method (Method 21)

Seasonal, No Trend Model (Method 31)

ABC Technology markets some products that have specific lifecycles (for example,
laptops) and need to model the upward/downward trend pattern to ensure that
they do not have excess inventory when the product is being replaced with
another product line. Holt’s method is suitable for products with a historical pattern that does not include any seasonality but does have a consistent linear trend,
upward or downward.

ABC Technology also markets some products (monitors) that demonstrate some
seasonal patterns during school holiday and holiday seasons. For these groups of
products, the company plans to model the seasonal forecasting model. This
method is suitable for products with a historical pattern that includes seasonality
but no consistent trend. The forecast will copy the seasonal pattern into the
future, but there will be no trend adjustment.

The forecast is a straight line, with a positive or negative slope. Two parameters
are needed to estimate the forecast:  and . As for single exponential smoothing,
 controls how much weight is given to the most recent periods and  controls
how strongly the trend is smoothed. A trend dampening profile can be defined in
the forecast profile to smooth out the trend. A recommended parameter value for
 and  is between 0.3 and 0.5. Higher values favor more recent data. An example
of the Holt's method modeled from ABC Technology is shown in Figure 4.36.

Two parameters are needed to estimate the forecast:  and . As for single exponential smoothing, a controls how much weight is given to the recent periods,
while parameter  controls the seasonal pattern used to forecast. A recommended
parameter value  is between 0.3 and 0.5, and for , between 0.1 and 0.3. The
lower value of  favors two seasonal patterns. An example of a seasonal model
from ABC Technology is shown in Figure 4.37.

Figure 4.37 Seasonal Model

Holt-Winters’ Model (Method 41)

Figure 4.36 Holt’s Trend Model
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This method is suitable for ABC Technology products with a historical pattern
that includes seasonality and a linear trend. (For example, the company is selling
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some computer accessories, but they’re outdated and sell worse from year to
year.) The forecast will copy the seasonal pattern into the future and adjust a linear trend, upwards or downwards. Three parameters are needed for this method
be set: , , and . These three parameters need to be fine-tuned with the iterative
forecasting process to achieve a low forecast error values (MAD and MAPE).

Linear Regression (Method 94)
This method is an alternative to method 21, but based on a different approach. No
parameters need to be set. This method uses a classic linear regression based on
the least-squares principle. This regression is extrapolated. It is the same method
as the linear trend line option in Excel.

Seasonal Linear Regression (Method 35)
This method is an alternative to method 41, but based on a different approach.
No parameters need to be set. This method first estimates seasonal indexes,
which are used to de-seasonalize the baseline history. Then, a linear regression is
applied. This regression is extrapolated, and the forecast is seasonalized back.
This method weights the values in the past equally. Note also that the trend component cannot be eliminated within this method.

Setting up Forecast Methods

priate smoothing factors. Setting up the auto model allows the ABC Technology
demand planner to review the system-proposed model and makes any changes as
required.
Forecast Error Result Analysis
Implement BAdI /SAPAPO/SDP_FCST4 to record the background processing results of
forecasting models in tables /SAPAPO/FCSTHEAD and /SAPAPO/FCSTACCU. Set the EV_
FLAG_ACTIVE = ‘X.

Mathematical Formulas1
Let’s see some of the standard formulas used in the forecasting calculation. Table
4.5 outlines the constant, trend, and seasonal trend models and the basic formulas.
Model

Model Parameters

Constant model

Basic value = Hist(1) where Hist(i) is the ith historical value
Trend value = 0
Seasonal indices = 1
Mean absolute deviation (MAD) = 0

Trend models

Trend value =

Hist(3) – Hist(1)
2

Croston Model (Method 80)
Basic value =

The Croston Model (80) is used when demand is sporadic or intermittent. The
return is a constant model to meet the possible sporadic demand. This model is
used by ABC Technology for some of its product line that doesn’t have a stable
history.

Hist(3) + Hist(2) + Hist(1)

+ Trend

3
Seasonal indices = 1
3

Σ |Basic value – Hist(i)|
i=1
Mean absolute deviation (MAD) = ————————
————————
3

Automatic Forecasting Models
SAP APO also offers an automatic forecasting model that the business can opt to
use for initial forecasting model identification or comparison purposes. The most
commonly used is Auto Model Selection Procedure (Method 56). This method
tests for constant, seasonal, and/or trend models while attempting to minimize
error by adjusting , , and  parameters. This model adjusts , , and  between
the values of 0.1 and 0.5 in increments of 0.1, while calculating the MAD for each
iteration. The iteration with the lowest MAD is the model chosen, with the appro-
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Seasonal models Basic value = Mean of the historical values of the first historical season
Trend value = 0
Seasonal index for a period = Historical value for that period divided
by the basic value
Mean absolute deviation (MAD) = 0
Table 4.5 Constant, Trend, and Seasonal Trend Model Formulas
1 help.sap.com
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Model

Model Parameters

Seasonal trend
models

Trend value =

Setting up Forecast Methods

Model

Model Parameters
For the seasonal model
T(t) = 0,  = 0

Hist(1+SL) + Hist(2+SL) + Hist(3+SL) – Hist(1) – Hist(2) – Hist(3)

P(t+i) = The forecast calculated for the period (t+i) in the current
period (t)

(3* SL)
where Hist(i) is the ith historical value and SL is the length of a season.

i = Forecasted horizon

SL+3

G(t) = The current basic value for the current period (t)

Σ Hist(i)
i=4
Trend * (SL –i)
Basic value = ———————— + ——————————
SL
2

G(t-1) = The previous basic value from the previous period
L = Period length (often 12)
V(t) = Actual demand (history) for the current period (t)

Seasonal index for a period =

T(t) = The current trend value calculated for the current period

Hist(i+3)
S(i+3) = ——————————————————
Basic value – Trend* (SL-i)

T(t-1) = The previous trend value from the previous period
S(t) = The seasonal index for the period (t)

Where S(i) is the ith seasonal index.

S(t-L) = The previous seasonal index for the period (t)

Mean absolute deviation (MAD) =

 = Smoothing factor for the basic value ‘G’, 0 <  < 1
 = Smoothing factor for the trend value ‘T’, 0 <  < 1
 = Smoothing factor for the seasonal indices ‘S’, 0 <  < 1

SL

Σ |[Basic value – (SL–i) * Trend] * S(i) – Hist(i+3)|
i=1

—————————————————————————————————————
SL

Table 4.6 Seasonal and Trend Model Formulas

Table 4.5 Constant, Trend, and Seasonal Trend Model Formulas (Cont.)

4.5.4
Table 4.6 outlines the seasonal and trend basic formulas.
Model

Model Parameters

Seasonal and trend
models

Forecast value for the period (t+i)

Casual Forecasting Methods

Casual forecasting is based on the relationship between the variable to be forecasted and an independent variable. The SAP APO casual forecasting method is
based on multiple linear regression (MLR) using the ordinary least squares
method. The equation for the method is simple: y = a + bx. This is a simple algebraic formula. It simply defines the shape of a line.

P(t+i) = [G(t)+i * T(t)] * S(t–L+i)
Where:
Basic value: G(t) = G(t–1) + T(t–1) + 

[

V(t)
– G(t–1) – T(t–1)
S(t–L)

Trend value: T(t) = T(t–1) +  [G(t) – [G(t–1) + T(t–1)]
Seasonal index: S(t) = S(t–L) + 

V(t)
[ G(t)

– S(t–L)

For the constant model
T(t) = 0,  = 0, S(t) = 1.0,  = Gamma = 0
For the trend model
S(t) = 1.0,  = Gamma = 0

]

]

When used with regression analysis, the y, or dependent variable, represents the
demand. This is the number we are trying to forecast. The x, or independent variable, represents the item that directly influences the shape of the line. a is the
intercept, while b is the slope of the line. Correlation measures the strength of the
relationship between the dependent and independent variables.
Example
For example, ABC Technology uses the price as one of the casual variables in the calculation, while the other business scenario uses weather as one of the drivers for the MLR
calculation.

Table 4.6 Seasonal and Trend Model Formulas
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Now that we’ve completed the basic customization of APO-DP, we’ll move on to
customizing the other important SAP APO module: Supply Network Planning.

4.6

Basic Customization in SAP APO-SNP

This section focuses on explaining the basic customization steps for APO-SNP.
Unlike what you saw with APO-DP, where we had to create many different elements, APO-SNP uses the majority of the standard InfoObjects, characteristics,
key figures, and planning books from SAP. There are multiple standard APO-SNP
planning books that ABC Technology can use as a template to design its supply
planning books. The flexibility of macros on these planning books allows the
company to change some of the demand and supply calculations.
In the following sections, we’ll show you where to find APO-SNP InfoObjects and
planning materials, and how to use them.

4.6.1

InfoObjects

Standard characteristics and key figures are used in SAP-provided planning areas
and planning books. The planning data in APO-SNP can be stored either in timeseries based SAP liveCache or order-based SAP liveCache. The key figure information to be stored as order or time series SAP liveCache is defined in the planning
area configuration. The order SAP liveCache key figures are the ones that are
interfaced with CIF to SAP ERP.
The standard characteristics provided are listed in the master planning object structure 9ASNPBAS, while the key figures are displayed in standard planning areas
9ASNP01, 9ASNP02, 9ASNP03, 9ASNP04, and 9ASNP05. The master planning
object structure and planning area can be accessed using Transaction /SAPAPO/
MSDP_ADMIN. If you don’t see the characteristics and key figures, run report
/SAPAPO/TS_D_OBJECTS_COPY from Transaction SE38 (ABAP Editor).
Additional key figures can be created to support business requirements either by
navigating to the BW Administrator Workbench (Transaction RSA1) and following the path RSA1 폷 Edit 폷 Objects 폷 InfoObject, or by directly typing Transaction
RSD1. Here, maintain the SAP APO key figure of quantity (QUAN) and base unit
of measure 0BASE_UOM.
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4.6.2

Category Group

Every key figure in APO-SNP is linked with categories. The categories are descriptions of different stock types, receipt types, or requirement types in SAP APO. A
group of categories (also known as ATP elements) can be classed as a category
group representing various elements. This way, the aggregation of all the categories is shown in the key figure for the specific bucket. Another important use of
the category group is the ability to specify the quantity type for each of the
defined categories. With this functionality, different key figures can be configured to specify the requested sales orders, confirmed sales orders, or backorders
in the planning book. The flexibility of defining the category per key figure provides flexibility to businesses to distinguish the use of each demand and supply
planning key figure for calculation.
Example
An example from ABC Technology is the inventory type taken into account for the
demand and supply calculation. The company wants to take only unrestricted inventory
into account and not count blocked or restricted inventory into stock calculations.
Another use is separating two key figures for sales orders and deliveries.

To customize a category (see Figure 4.38), follow menu path SPRO 폷 SAP Reference IMG 폷 Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Global Available to
Promise 폷 Maintain Category. Here you’ll see all the available categories in SAP
APO; these can be transferred from SAP ERP by the CIF integration model for the
ATP customizing object. The activity can be performed in SAP ERP via generating
and activating the CIF integration model using Transactions CFM1 and CFM2.
Similarly, you customize a category group via menu path SPRO 폷 SAP Reference
IMG 폷 Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Supply Chain Planning 폷 Supply
Network Planning 폷 Basic Settings 폷 Maintain Category Groups. As Figure
4.38 shows, the quantity type can capture the requested, original, and confirmed
quantity. From the defined list of the categories, we define a new category group.
Under this new category group, we input all the categories we want to display in
the key figure. For some specific key figure, we can define whether the category
quantity type is requested, original, or confirmed.
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Categories

Category Group

SNP Planning Area

Category Group

DP to SNP Release

Figure 4.38 Categories Assignment to Category Group
Figure 4.39 Category Group Assignment in APO-SNP Planning Area, APO-DP Release

The category and category group can be maintained in either of the following
four function areas in both configurations and also during the planning data
release from APO-DP to APO-SNP:
왘 Planning area
Assignment of category and category group to individual key figures in Transaction /SAPAPO/MSDP_ADMIN, as shown in Figure 4.39.
왘 Demand Planning release to Supply Network Planning
Assignment of category when releasing the demand plan, from the time series
to order SAP liveCache. Figure 4.39 shows the Transaction /SAPAPO/MC90
demand plan release to supply planning. As shown in the figure, we maintain
the Time Series LiveCache for APO-DP to be released as Order LiveCache in
APO-SNP. The forecast order category is maintained as FA.
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왘 Location master
Default stock category, available to deploy and available to issue fields specific
to a location can also be specified in the location master data (Transaction
/SAPAPO/LOC3), as shown in Figure 4.40.
왘 Location product master
In situations where a business would like to prioritize the local forecast over
internal replenishment transfers request, you need to maintain the location
product master, as shown in Figure 4.40. In the SNP2 tab, maintain the category group in fields ATD/ATI to be taken into account for the APO-SNP distribution planning process. The values maintained in the location product take
precedence over the location master data category group. This allows the business to define the parameters per location product combination.
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APO-SNP
Planning Area(s)

Description

9ASNP01

왘 Time series based.
왘 Used for supply and demand propagation for simulating changes
caused by supply chain constraints to fulfill market demands.
왘 All results stored as time series for quantity and time restrictions.

9ASNP02

왘 Order based.
왘 Central planning area used for supply planning.

Location Master

왘 Encompasses many basic (replenishment, distribution, and capacity) and advanced (aggregated, subcontracting, shelf life, and
product substitution) functionalities in supply planning.

Product Location

9ASNP03

왘 Scheduling agreement processing using SNP heuristics planning.

9ASNP04

왘 Optimization-based planning with time-dependent restrictions.
왘 APO-SNP optimizer profile lists all the constraints to be factored
during the optimization run. However, there may be situations
when the constraints need to be defined that are time-based.
왘 Upper limits of production, supplier capacity, transportation, or
stock on hand can be defined as constraints.

Figure 4.40 Master Data Maintenance of Category Groups

4.6.3

Similar to what we discussed in Section 4.2.3 regarding APO-DP, we need to create a storage bucket profile. A storage bucket profile defines how the system
stores the data created in SAP liveCache and how it is used for calculation purposes. Use Transaction /SAPAPO/TR32 to create the storage bucket profile. Unlike
with APO-DP, SAP offers pre-defined APO-SNP planning areas that are recommended to be copied and used per business requirements (see Table 4.7).

왘 Safety stock planning.
왘 Both basic and advanced safety stock planning can be performed
in this planning area.

Planning Area

As with the demand planning area, we need to maintain planning areas for the
APO-SNP business process. The planning area is where we maintain the base planning unit of measure, time bucket, and key figures. APO-SNP comes with two predelivered planning objects: structure 9ASNPBAS (supply planning) and 9ASNPSA
(scheduling agreement). It is recommended that we use these two planning object
structures during the APO-SNP planning area creation. The APO-SNP Planning
indicator in the planning object structure automatically assigns all the APO-SNP
characteristics.
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9ASNP05

9AVMI03

왘 Used for deployment heuristics with consideration for demands in
the source location.
왘 Used primarily for VMI scenario.

Table 4.7 List of Standard APO-SNP Planning Areas

To create your own APO-SNP planning area, copy the planning areas listed in
Table 4.7 by going to Transaction /SAPAPO/MSDP_ADMIN, selecting the planning area, and right-clicking Copy. Additional custom key figures can be added if
required to support the business process. Other parameters, such as defining the
storage bucket profile or unit of measure, can be done in the planning area. Since
the ABC Technology planner uses a different unit of measure for planning, we can
specify a common planning unit of measure in the planning area.
You need to initialize the planning area by right-clicking Initialize Planning Version for usage.
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4.6.4

Planning Book

APO-SNP Planning Book(s)

Description

9ASNPAGGR

This planning book supports APO-SNP hierarchical planning. The book has two data views to perform aggregated planning and planning with aggregated resources.

9ASNP_PS

This planning book is used for product interchangeability when planning. The book has one data view, with
additional key figures to support the product substitution features.

9ATSOPT

This planning book is used to maintain the time-based
constraints for the APO-SNP optimizer. The planning
book has two data views.

9ASNP_SSP

This planning book is used for basic and advanced safety
stock calculations.

9ADRP_FSS

There are two data views in 9ASNP94. The first data
view, SNP94(1), is for supply planning, while the second
data view SNP94(2) is for capacity planning. The TLB
screen is accessed by using the icon.

This planning book is used for the deployment heuristics
to also consider the customer demand in the source
location and not deploy the entire inventory for internal
replenishment transfers.

9ASNP_SHLF

This planning book is used for shelf life planning. There
are four additional key figures with shelf life functions to
support the planning process.

This planning book is used to run the APO-SNP planning
method based on supply and demand propagation.

9ASNP94_INTERACT

This planning book is for displaying aggregated supply
planning and aggregated resource planning information.

There are four data views in 9ASOP: Location product,
transportation, PPM, and resource.

9ASNP94_BATCH

This planning book is for running the supply planning
processes in the background.

As explained in Section 4.2.4, the planning book serves as both the frontend
user interface for the business users to plan and for batch background processing for planning cycles and alert generations. The ABC Technology business
users plan to use the supply planning book to visualize the demand, supply, and
inventory information on a real-time basis to make key decisions. SAP delivers
standard APO-SNP planning books and recommends its customers to use these
planning books as templates while building their own custom planning books
(see Table 4.8).
APO-SNP Planning Book(s)

Description

9ASNP94

Interactive planning book for executing supply planning
and Transport Load Builder (TLB) features. Using this
planning book, the planner can create external procurement, replenishment, production, distribution, and load
plans.

9ASOP

9ADRP

9AVMI

9ASA

This planning book is similar to the 9ASNP94, with the
difference being the addition of the table view, showing
the distribution receipts and issues. There is only one
data view on this planning book.
This planning book is for the VMI scenario. In addition
to APO-SNP data, we can display VMI receipts and
demand key figures in this planning book. There are two
data views for this planning: one for planning and the
other for capturing external partner forecast.
This planning book is used for the APO-SNP scheduling
agreement process. There is only one data view for this
planning book.

Table 4.8 List of Standard APO-SNP Planning Books Delivered by SAP
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Table 4.8 List of Standard APO-SNP Planning Books Delivered by SAP (Cont.)

The custom planning book can be easily created using one of the SAP standard
planning books from the table as a template. The planning book can be created in
Transaction /SAPAPO/SDP8B in four steps, as shown in Figure 4.41:
1 Define your new planning book and data view using a reference with standard
data view. In our scenario, we are copying the standard 9ASNP94(1) planning
book. Once you click the Create icon, a message will pop-up mentioning that
“macros were copied and are inactive.”
2 Assign your own planning area to the planning book from transaction menu
path Edit 폷 Assign Planning Area.
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3 Select your planning area and click Continue. An application log will be generated mentioning that the new planning area is assigned. While exiting, if this
message appears again for resetting the original value, select No.
4 Generate all the macros for the planning book in Transaction /SAPAPO/ADVM.

Demand

Supply

Inventory

Figure 4.42 Standard Planning Book Key Figures
Figure 4.41 Steps for Creating a Custom APO-SNP Planning Book

4.6.5

Key Figures and Macros

The standard APO-SNP planning book provides all the vital information required
for supply chain planning. Per business definitions, we can change the naming
abbreviation of the key figure to make it easier for the business to understand.
For example, for the SNP Distribution Demand key figure, we can change the
name to Purchase Orders key figure.
Let’s look at the definition of standard key figures and macro calculations provided in the standard planning book 9ASNP94. As shown in Figure 4.42, the key
figures are grouped into three categories: demand, supply, and inventory.

The business needs to clearly understand the definition of the standard key figures, as some are transactional while others are macro function calculated. Let’s
look at the standard APO-SNP key figure definitions in tabular form in Table 4.9.
Key Figure

Definition

Macro Calculation

Category

Forecast

This key figure initially
represents the gross
forecast, but once the
sales orders come, it
represents the net
forecast (unconsumed
forecast).

A consumption
FC req: Forecast require(forecast/sales
ment
orders) based on the
requirement strategy of the product
performs the forecast consumption
function.

Table 4.9 Standard APO-SNP Key Figure and Macro Definitions
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Key Figure

Definition

Sales order

Requested sales orders
and open deliveries.
Additional custom key
figures can be defined
to identify the confirmed sales orders
based on quantity type
maintenance in the category group.

Distribution
demand
(planned)

Distribution
demand
(confirmed)

Basic Customization in SAP APO-SNP

Macro Calculation

Category

This key figure represents the stock transfer requisitions from the
supply network. This
replenishment will
include unconstraint
requirements to fulfill
both possible customer
backorders and additional stock build in
other distribution centers.

BC: Stock transfer
reservation

This key figure represents the outgoing
constraint supply plan
after the APO-SNP
deployment run.

EG: Deployment:
Purchase requisition

Definition

Macro Calculation

Total
demand

This key figure adds all
the demand elements
highlighted in the above
rows.

Sub-macro of stock
balance. Adds all
the demand elements.

BJ: Supplier scheduling
agreement requirement
EB: SNP release for stock
transport requisition

Distribution
receipt
(planned)

ED: SNP VMI sales order

This key figure represents the proposed
purchase requisitions to
the source location.

HJ: SNP suppliers schedule agreement release

EH: Deployment VMI
sales order
BI: Stock transport order

Dependent
demand

AY: Dependent demand
EL: SNP dependent
demand
AU: Order reservation
without withdrawal
AV: Order reservation
with withdrawal

Category

Forecast + Sales
Order + Distribution Demand
(Planned) + Distribution Demand
(Confirmed) +
Distribution
Demand (TLB Confirmed)+ Dependent Demand

BH: Stock transport
requisition

Distribution This key figure repdemand (TLB resents the stock transconfirmed)
port order (outgoing
load plan) build after
the APO-SNP TLB interactive or batch run.
This key figure
represents demand in
the form of a BOM
explosion.

Key Figure

AG: Purchase requisition
BD: Stock transfer
reservation
BE: Scheduling agreement schedule line
EA: SNP purchase
requisition
HG: SNP scheduling
agreement schedule line

Distribution
receipt
(confirmed)

This key figure represents the confirmed
purchase requisitions to
the source location.

EF: Deployment purchase requisition

Distribution
receipt (TLB
confirmed)

This key figure represents the purchase
order to the source
location.

BF: Purchase order item
schedule line

In transit

This key figure represents the goods in
transit to the destination location.

AH: Advanced shipment
notification
EI: In transit

Table 4.9 Standard APO-SNP Key Figure and Macro Definitions (Cont.)
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Key Figure

Definition

Production
(planned)
Production
(confirmed)

Basic Customization in SAP APO-SNP

Macro Calculation

Category

Key Figure

Definition

Macro Calculation

This key figure represents the APO-SNP
planned production.

EE: SNP planned order

Stock on
hand

Sub-macro of stock
balance. Calculated
as:

This key figure represents the production
plan created by the
manufacturing module.

AC: Production order
(created)

This key figure
represents stock on
hand at different
periods.

This key figure represents how short on
inventory the company
is versus demand.

The supply shortage
value is dependent
upon the stock on
hand projected key
figure. The macro
equations reads as
follows:

AD: Production order
(released)
AI: Planned order
(firmed, unconfirmed)
BU: Inspection lot
AJ: Planned order (not
firmed, confirmed)

Manufacture
of coproducts

This key figure
represents the receipt
elements for the
co-product.

Total receipts This key figure adds all
the supply elements
highlighted in the above
rows.

EM: Receipt from manufacture of co-products

Sub-macro of stock
balance. Adds all
the supply elements.
Distribution
Receipt
(Planned) +
Distribution
Receipt
(Confirmed) +
Distribution
Receipt (TLB
Confirmed) + In
Transit +
Production
(Planned) +
Production
(Confirmed) +
Manufacture of
co-products

Table 4.9 Standard APO-SNP Key Figure and Macro Definitions (Cont.)
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Supply
shortage

Category

Unrestricted
inventory +
receipts - demand
or projected
stock on hand +
incoming receipts
- outgoing demand

IF the Stock on
Hand Projected
Key Figure
> = 0,
THEN
Stock on Hand
Initial = Stock
on Hand Projected
AND Supply
Shortage = 0
ELSE IF
Stock on Hand
= 0
THEN Absolute
Value (Stock on
Hand Projected)
END
Table 4.9 Standard APO-SNP Key Figure and Macro Definitions (Cont.)
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Key Figure

Definition

Macro Calculation

Safety stock

This key figure is used
for safety stock calculation by the function
SAFETY_CALC.

Calculated by a
sub-macro to the

The advanced safety
stock method takes into
account demand, supply
variability, and service
level.
Days’ supply

This key figure
represents the days of
supply the company is
holding inventory
against future demand.

Category

This key figure represents the reorder
point and returns the
function REORDER_
CALC.

(Stock on Hand /
Total Demand) *
Days in the
Period.

Category
Populates per the
location or location
product master data
maintenance.

This key figure is calcu- The standard macro
lated through use of the adds the safety
function TARGET_CALC. stock during the target stock level calculation.

Supply Chain Modeling for SAP APO-SNP

The APO-SNP process starts with the business deciding how it wants to model its
supply chain in the SAP APO system. The modeling not only reflects mapping the
distribution network in SAP APO, but also defines parameters based on supply
chain constraints. Supply chain modeling is one of the key activities that require
business involvement and validation. In the modeling, ABC Technology defines
not only the network structure for its distribution, but also master data parameters to reflect the business requirements. While the ABC Technology desktop and
monitor businesses may have structured network models, the laptop business distribution might look more like a web network.

The standard macro
adds the safety
stock during the
reorder point
calculation.

Target stock
level

In this section, we’ll highlight the data elements that make up the supply chain
model in APO-SNP. These elements are primarily master data settings needed to
support APO-SNP planning business processes. Before we get started, however, a
clear understanding of master data modeling is required before we begin the
planning process in APO-SNP.

4.7.1

Populates per the location or location product
master data maintenance.

Table 4.9 Standard APO-SNP Key Figure and Macro Definitions (Cont.)
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This key figure is used in
the deployment planning
and calculates the available-to-issue quantity
from the source location.

4.7

Macro calculation

This key figure is calculated through use of the
TARGET_DAYS function.

This key figure is used in
the deployment planning and calculates the
available-to-deploy
quantity from the
source location.

ATD issue

Macro Calculation

Table 4.9 Standard APO-SNP Key Figure and Macro Definitions (Cont.)

Target days
of supply

ATD receipts

Definition

Safety Stk/Reorder Point/Targt
Stock Lvl macro.

The number of days
in the period is
another macro:
workdays.
Reorder
point

Key Figure

Model and Planning Versions

The model in SAP APO stores all the master data (i.e., location, product, transportation lanes, and production data structures) and can have multiple linked versions. The version primarily stores the transaction data for the model master data
definitions. All the data versions are stored in SAP liveCache for the business to
access and analyze the planning data. However, there will be only one active version 000, which synchronizes the transactions between SAP ERP and SAP APO.
The other simulation versions created will be snapshots of the active version and
can be used for what-if analysis.
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The model and version are created via the menu path Advanced Planning and
Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷 Planning Version Management 폷 Model and
Version Management (Transaction /SAPAPO/MVM). Figure 4.43 shows the
model and version creation with some version options for APO-SNP:

ners, such as vendors and customers. Only locations that the business wants to
include in the supply chain model need to be transferred to SAP APO. The location master is transferred from SAP ERP via CIF.

왘 Change Planning Active
Used by SNP heuristics for net change planning.

Maintain Location Master Data

왘 No Planned Order without Supply Source
The SNP optimizer looks for valid production data structure (PDS) or production process model (PPM) and if checked, will not create planned orders unless
referenced to PDS or PPM.
왘 Consider Stock Transfer Horizon of Source Location
Affects the SNP heuristics and CTM planning process by defining a time fence
for the distribution receipt where the new requirements can only be fulfilled
after the stock transfer horizon.
왘 Local Time Zone
Enter a check mark to consider a local time zone instead of UTC.
Model and Planning
Version create

The menu path for the location master data maintenance is Advanced Planning
and Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷 Location 폷 Maintain Location (Transaction /SAPAPO/loc3). The Location tabs that are relevant for APO-SNP are Calendars, Resources, SNP, and Extra Attributes.
In the location master, the following tabs are used for populating data fields relevant to APO-SNP:
왘 Calendar
In the Calendar tab, we maintain the shipping, receiving, and production calendars (time stream). The time stream calendar is maintained via Transaction
/SAPAPO/CALENDAR. This offers the business the flexibility to specify the calendar per location. The shipping calendar refers to the weekdays when the
goods can be outbound from the warehouse, and similarly, the receiving calendar specifies the weekdays the goods can be received inbound to the warehouse. The production calendar specifies the manufacturing plant calendar for
production schedule.
왘 Resource
In the Resource tab, we can maintain storage and handling resources. While
the storage calendar can be used for measuring the warehouse capacity for the
specific location, the handling resource can be used to take into account the
goods receipt processing time in SAP APO in the business scenario in which the
production needs additional time for quality.

Figure 4.43 Model and Planning Version Management in SAP APO

4.7.2

Location

Locations in SAP APO represent both internal and external physical entities in the
supply chain model. The physical entity can also represent external business part-
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왘 SNP
In the SNP tab, we represent the stock, available to deploy, and available to issue
category groups for APO-SNP calculations. The business can model which receipts it wants to distribute per its business rule.
왘 Addt.
In the Addt. tab, we can maintain five additional, freely definable attributes for
the location used for selection, planning, or reporting purposes. The attributes
can be defined in the configuration path SPRO 폷 SAP Reference IMG 폷 Advanced
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Planning and Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷 Maintain Freely Definable Attributes. The attributes are stored in table /SAPAPO/LOC.
Figure 4.44 shows the various location master tabs and the calendar maintenance.

Figure 4.44 Location Master in SAP APO

4.7.3

Location Product

The location product represents the material master from the SAP ERP system. The
SAP APO location product is transferred via CIF from SAP ERP. The product master has global and location-specific properties maintained similarly to the SAP
ERP material master. SAP APO uses SAP ERP as the source system for the master
data creation. The business can identify whether it would like the real-time
changes to reflect from SAP ERP to SAP APO or in batches.

Maintain Location Product Master Data
These settings of master data transfer in SAP ERP are maintained in Transaction
CFC9. The menu path for the location product master data maintenance is
Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷 Product 폷 Maintain
Product (Transaction /SAPAPO/MAT1). Let’s look at various product master
fields relevant to the APO-SNP planning process in Table 4.10. The SAP APO
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master data fields in the table are maintained in different ways. For example,
while the majority of the master data is transferred via CIF from SAP ERP, some
of the master data is directly maintained in SAP APO. The maintenance in SAP
APO can be done either with mass maintenance Transaction MASSD or other data
maintenance (e.g., LSMW) techniques. Let’s look at the fields that are transferred
via CIF or SAP APO-specific techniques in Table 4.10.
Master Data Tabs
(Views)

Master Data Field Definition
(CIF/APO)

Administration
(location)

SNP planner (CIF)

Planner code assigned for planning book,
background processing, and alerts selections.

Properties (global)

Material group
(CIF)

Used planning book, background processing,
and alerts selections.

Product hierarchy
(CIF)

Used for planning books, background processing, and alerts selections.

Transportation
group (CIF)

Grouping of products while building transport loads.

SDP relevance
(APO-specific)

Indicator for excluding products planning in
APO-DP and APO-SNP.

Weight (CIF)

Product attribute used in APO-SNP TLB.

Volume (CIF)

Product attribute used in the APO-SNP TLB.

Stacking factor
(CIF)

Product attribute used in the APO-SNP TLB,
which indicates how many pallets can be
stacked over each other.

Shelf life (CIF)

Indicates how many shelf life days the product has before expiring and includes maturation time.

Planning with shelf Indicator for considering shelf life for APOlife (CIF)
SNP planning processes.
Maturity time (CIF) The incubation period after the production
receipt before the product can be shipped to
customers for sales.
Required miniUsed in shelf life planning and indicates the
mum shelf life (CIF) minimum shelf life required on batches for
sales.
Table 4.10 SAP APO Location Product Master Data Fields
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(Views)
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Master Data Field Definition
(CIF/APO)
Required maxiUsed in shelf life planning and indicates the
mum shelf life (CIF) maximum shelf life required on batches for
sales
Additional data
(APO-specific)

Master Data Tabs
(Views)

Master Data Field Definition
(CIF/APO)
Supply profile
(APO-specific)

The profile helps to determine how supply is
calculated in the SNP heuristics and deployment planning runs. We can define in APOSNP production horizon, where SNP production plans are not created, and similarly in
APO-SNP stock transfer horizon, where stock
transfers are not created. We can also define
the push deployment horizon, where planned
distribution receipts are considered for
deployment. If the indicators for Fix Production and Fix Stock Transfers are checked,
the earlier planning results are fixed for the
APO-SNP production horizon and APO-SNP
stock transfer horizon during the SNP heuristics and optimizer runs.

Deployment profile (APO-specific)

The profile helps to determine the distribution rules for deployment heuristics during
the planning run. Push distribution covers
various scenarios when the available-todeploy (ATD) is enough to cover the
demand. The fair share rule is defined for scenarios when demand is greater than supply
(see Chapter 5).

Additional attributes specific to the product
to be used in the planning process (for example, price). Up to three freely definable attributes can be defined specific to the location
product to support the planning process.
The attributes can be defined in configuration path SPRO 폷 SAP Reference IMG 폷
Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷
Master Data 폷 Maintain Freely Definable
Attributes. The attributes are stored in table
/SAPAPO/MATKEY.

Unit of measure
(global)

Unit of measure
(CIF)

Defines all the available alternative units of
measure for planning. A scenario may consist
of different products being planned in different purchasing units of measure. To get planning consistency, a common planning unit of
measure may be defined for the SAP APO
planning book.

SNP1 (location)

Penalty costs
(APO-specific)

Location-dependent penalty cost to be used
by the SNP optimizer can be defined here.
Penalty costs can be defined for no delivery,
delay, and maximum delay across various
demand types (e.g., forecast, customers, and
sales orders).

Demand profile
(APO-specific)

The profile helps to determine how demand
is calculated during the SNP heuristics and
deployment planning runs. We can define
the Forecast Horizon field, where the forecast is not taken into account; Pull Deployment Horizon, where planned distribution
demands are considered for deployment; and
Period Split for disaggregating the demand
release to supply plan.

SNP2 (location)

Table 4.10 SAP APO Location Product Master Data Fields (Cont.)
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Demand at source The two fields—Consider Sales Orders and
location (APO-spe- Consider Forecast—can be checked if we
cific)
want deployment heuristics to take into
account the source location sales orders and
forecast during the real-time deployment
run.
SNP interactive
order creation
(APO-specific)

The No Fixing indicator can be checked to
undo any fixing for any APO-SNP orders created by the planner in the planning book.

CTM settings
(APO-specific)

Time based priority and Demand select horizon can be defined for product-location specific during the CTM planning run.

Table 4.10 SAP APO Location Product Master Data Fields (Cont.)
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Master Data Tabs
(Views)

Demand (location)

Lot size (location)

Supply Chain Modeling for SAP APO-SNP

Master Data Field Definition
(CIF/APO)
Other data (CIFand APO-specific)

Defines the product priority, ATD receipts,
and ATD issues for the location product. The
product priority is used in CTM and SNP
optimizer runs. The ATD defined in the location product is taken into account in the
APO-SNP deployment and TLB runs.

Proposed strategy
(CIF)

Primarily transferred from SAP ERP material
master strategy group. The proposed strategy
helps in determining how the forecasted
demand is produced and consumed with
sales orders. The Consumption mode directs
on the forward or backward consumption
direction, as well.

Master Data Tabs
(Views)

Procurement (location)

Master Data Field Definition
(CIF/APO)
Stock data
(APO-specific)

Defines the safety stock, reorder point, and
max stock level. Also defines the basic and
advanced safety stock method to be used.
For the advanced safety stock method, additional fields like Service Level, Demand Forecast Error %, and Replenishment Lead Time
Forecast Error % are maintained.

Procurement type
(CIF)

This field defines whether the product is produced in house, externally procured, or a
combination of both.

Procurement costs
(APO-specific)

Used in the SNP optimizer for cost calculations.
Production storage cost and safety stock cost
are used for the SNP optimizer calculation.

Pegging
(APO-specific)

Considers fixed or dynamic pegging strategy.

Stock cost
(APO-specific)

Available stock
(APO-specific)

Settings for additional stock category to be
considered in the APO-SNP CTM run.

ABC indicator (CIF) Defines whether the product is fast moving
or slow moving based on the ABC indicator.

Procedure (CIF)

Defines various lot size procedures to be
used during the APO-SNP planning run. The
lot size procedures available are Lot-to-lot,
Periodic, Fixed, and Reorder point.

Quantity determination (CIF)

Defines the maximum lot size, minimum lot
size, rounding value, target stock level method,
and target days of supply. The lot size parameters and target stock level methods are used
during the APO-SNP planning run.

Scheduling
(APO-specific)

Defines the safety days of supply and period
factor. The safety days’ supply used in APOSNP and CTM (safety time) identifies the
number of workdays over which the system
has to take into account future demand when
calculating safety stock. The period factor signifies when the availability date/time needs
to be scheduled in the bucket, on the range
of 0 to 1. The value of 1 signifies a date
toward the end of the bucket And is only
used if the period factor is not defined in the
transportation lane.

GR/GI (location)

Processing times,
in days (CIF)

Defines the goods receipt processing time and
goods issue processing time to take into
account additional time for handling and
quality checks. Added on top of transportation lead times during the availability date
calculation.

Capacity consump- The Storage Consumption per Base UOM
tion (APO-specific) field can be used for the storage capacity.
Handling resource capacity consumption can
also be defined.

Extra (location)

Shipping (CIF)

Loading group can be used for APO-SNP TLB
during the load building.

Freely definable
attributes
(APO-specific)

Up to five freely definable attributes can be
defined specifically to the location product to
support the planning process. The attributes
can be defined in configuration path SPRO 폷
SAP Reference IMG 폷 Advanced Planning
and Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷 Maintain
Freely Definable Attributes. The attributes
are stored in table /SAPAPO/MATLOC.

Table 4.10 SAP APO Location Product Master Data Fields (Cont.)
Table 4.10 SAP APO Location Product Master Data Fields (Cont.)
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4.7

Example
ABC Technology would like to change some of the parameter values during the standard
transfer using CIF. These changes are done via CIF user exit enhancement, which will be
explained in detail in Chapter 15.

Work Center—CR03

Transaction CFC9

4.7.4

Resources

Resources in the form of production, transportation, and storage represent a pool
of capacity for checking supply plan feasibility. As APO-SNP uses bucket-oriented
planning, the planning time buckets are represented by day denominations. The
resource to be used for APO-SNP production plan creation is either a bucket, single-mixed, or multi-mixed resource. The bucket resource shows the capacity consumption once the production orders are planned. The single-mixed and multimixed resources can be used for the APO-SNP and PP/DS planning processes.
While the single-mixed resource has a single capacity (100%) the multi-mixed
may have more than a single capacity (> 100%).
Example
Depending on the solvers used by ABC Technology, different resources might be used.
For product families using the SNP heuristics as a planning engine, we only need a production resource for manufacturing and a handling resource for modeling goods receipt
lead time. For another set of product families, various resources in the form of production and transportation can be used for cost optimization.

The SAP APO resource master data is primarily maintained in SAP ERP. The business user maintains the SAP ERP master data using Transaction CR02. The SAP
APO resource master is transferred from the SAP ERP work center and capacity
master data. As shown in Figure 4.45, within the capacity maintenance, we can
maintain the parameters for the SAP APO resource. Also via Transaction CFC9 in
SAP ERP, we can direct the CIF to create a single-mixed or multi-mixed resource
in SAP APO.
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Figure 4.45 Resource Settings in SAP ERP

Once transferred from SAP ERP (see Figure 4.46), various planning parameters
can be maintained in SAP APO. The menu path for the resource master data maintenance is Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷 Resource 폷
Maintain Resource (Transaction /SAPAPO/RES01). One such important parameter is the definition of APO-SNP bucket capacity for us to analyze the bucket consumption. The purpose of the resource in APO-SNP is to provide a rough-cut
capacity plan, which is managed by capacity variant settings. Here, we can define
the normal, maximum, and minimum capacities (defined by quantity/rates). Follow these steps (see Figure 4.46):
1. Create a definition of the quantity/rate per bucket. Define the bucket capacity
for normal, minimum, and maximum for the period type (single day).
2. Create capacity variants. Assign the three capacity definitions to three capacity
variants in the SAP APO resource master data.
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Resource in SAP liveCache
Run report /SAPAPO/CRES_CREATE_LC_RES periodically to correct any inconsistencies
in the resource master creation in SAP liveCache.

4.7.5

Production Data Structure

The PDS/PPM functionality represents the combination of the work center and
BOM in SAP APO. The master data is transferred via CIF from production version. The SAP ERP production version combines both routing and BOM master
data. The APO-SNP PDS is generated directly from SAP ERP, while the APO-SNP
PPM is converted from PP/DS PPM in SAP APO via a generation report.
The PDS is used to calculate production time, production cost, material flow, and
resource loads in the plant. The menu path for the PDS master data maintenance
is Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷 Production Data
Structure 폷 Display Production Data Structure (Transaction /SAPAPO/CURTO_SIMU). The PDS (see Figure 4.48) has an operation category to define the production activities. For each activity, there can be modes (resources) and components (product) assigned. The mode contains the throughput rate to produce
the base quantity. The components represent the input and output components
of the operation.
Figure 4.46 Maintenance of Capacity Variants in the SAP APO Resource Master

3. Once the variants are maintained, we can see all three capacities in the APOSNP planning book. The business planner gets the visibility of the maximum,
minimum, and normal capacities for the modeled resource (see Figure 4.47).

Figure 4.48 Production Data Structure in SAP APO

The following information summarizes the PDS shown in the figure:
Figure 4.47 APO-SNP Capacity Planning Book
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왘 Each PDS includes one or more operations, which are steps in the production
process.
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왘 Each operation includes one or more activities, the components consumed by
the activity, and their sequence within the operation.
왘 The PDS has validity parameters by lot size and time intervals.
왘 The variable costs defined for a PDS include the costs of input material as well
as the cost of production.
Since PDS is bucket oriented, the production lead time is calculated based on the
critical path operations, in days, and with the use of the resource factory calendar
(Figure 4.49).

Finish-Start

Activity
Components

Oper. 20

왘 /SAPAPO/CULLRTOSNP
Carry out optimization-based APO-SNP planning. You can use the FILL_COST_
FIELDS method of this BAdI to fill the SNP PDS cost fields.
SAP also provides Transaction /SAPAPO/CURTO_EDIT to change the APO-SNP PDS
header data in SAP APO locally.

4.7.6

Operation
Oper. 10

왘 /SAPAPO/CURTO_SNP
Calculate bucket consumption of resources with the CALC_BUCKET_CONSUMPTION
method of this BAdI. This method, which executes standard calculation of bucket
consumption, is active automatically. However, you can change the calculation.

Mode

Transportation Lanes

Transportation lanes represent the material flow between two physical locations
in SAP APO. A means of transport is also defined within the transportation lane
with appropriate truck capacity and transportation duration, as shown in Figure
4.50.

Oper. 30

Finish-Start

Means of Transport—Truck
Transportation Duration—2 days
Truck Capacity—40 cube ft

Oper. 40

Oper. 50
Finish-Start

Distribution
Center 1

Oper. 60

Distribution
Center 2
Transportation Lane

Figure 4.50 Transportation Lane in SAP APO

Production Lead time (critical path)

Figure 4.49 Production Lead Time Calculation in APO-SNP PDS

APO-SNP PDS
The APO-SNP PDS generated from SAP ERP can be influenced by using one of the following BAdIs:
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The menu path for the transportation lane master data maintenance is Advanced
Planning and Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷 Transportation Lane 폷 Maintain
Transportation Lane (Transaction /SAPAPO/SCC_TL1). The transportation lane
has three views: Product, Means of Transport, and Product Specific Means of
Transport, as shown in Figure 4.51.
In the Product view, the product validity date, minimum/maximum lot size, cost
function, block indicator, and form of procurement (e.g., subcontracting, consignment, and standard) are maintained.
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from the distribution centers. The menu path for the quota arrangement master
data maintenance is Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷
Quota Arrangement 폷 Maintain Quota Arrangement (Transaction /SAPAPO/
SCC_TQ1).
Figure 4.52 shows a business example in which ABC Technology has two suppliers sourcing raw materials to the manufacturing facility. Once the goods are produced, they are distributed to three distribution centers based on quota allocation. We have maintained quota arrangement for both inbound and outbound
material flow to the manufacturing plant.

70%

30%

Figure 4.51 SAP APO Transportation Lane: Three Views

Incoming Quota Arrangement

In the Means of Transport view, one or more mean of transport is assigned to
the transportation lane, transportation duration, transport calendar, and cost of
transport method. Also defined is the TLB with the loading method (i.e., straight
loading or load balancing). If the straight loading method is used, the deployment
orders are sorted per the product loading group, while the load balancing
attempts to distribute multiple products in the same truck.

Outgoing Quota Arrangement

30%

50%
20%

In the Product-specific Means of Transport, we define the transport resource
capacity consumption, lot size profile, and specific costs.
The TLB profile is maintained via Transaction /SAPAPO/TLBPRF and defines the
capacity constraints to meet vendor minimums while cutting purchase orders to
truck loads and building stock transport orders for internal replenishments. The
TLB constraint parameters are defined in Transaction /SAPAPO/TLBPARAM.

Figure 4.52 Quota Arrangement in APO-SNP

4.7.8
4.7.7

Quota Arrangement

For multi-sourcing business scenarios, we can
the demands are based on pre-defined quota.
locations are sourcing the same product to
define the percentage each sourcing should
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set up quota arrangement so that
For example, two manufacturing
the distribution center. We can
receive of the net requirements

Supply Chain Engineer

Supply Chain Engineer is an SAP APO functionality that can be used to create and
maintain supply chain models in pictorial form. There is no configuration
required; you just need to have master data maintained on the supply network.
The supply chain model consists of the specific planner work area in scope and all
SAP APO data objects to be planned.

239

4.7

4

Preparing for Basic Planning Functionality

Supply Chain Engineer is also used for mass maintenance of master data. The
model consists of a node and links among the physical locations, with material
flow direction represented by transportation lanes. The menu path for the supply
chain engineer master data maintenance is Advanced Planning and Optimization 폷 Master Data 폷 Supply Chain Engineer 폷 Maintain Model (Transaction
/SAPAPO/SCC07). Figure 4.53 shows the supply chain engineer with a graphical
representation of the model on the top of the screen and master data elements
(work area) on the bottom. Add objects to the supply chain engineer by rightclicking and selecting the Add Objects to Work Area option. The users input
their respective master data objects (i.e., location, location products, and PDS).
Based on the location product combination, the transportation lanes are automatically generated in Supply Chain Engineer.

Summary

Another important use of the Supply Chain Engineer is for master data model
consistency check. The model consistency checks not only for all the master data
consistency, but also how the model will behave when running various APO-SNP
engines. Business users can routinely run the consistency check by using Transaction /SAPAPO/CONSCHK.

4.8

Summary

In this chapter we explained the basic configuration tasks for APO-DP and APOSNP. While the configuration for APO-DP is flexible, the configuration for APOSNP is more structured and standard. The main reason for the latter is its integration with SAP ERP.
The chapter also explained how to set up the forecast model in APO-DP and
framework for identifying the best forecast method. The chapter ends by explaining the supply chain modeling using APO-SNP and prepares the planner for performing basic planning.
The next chapter introduces the basic navigations and demand and supply plans
that can be formulated in SAP APO. The chapter uses a weekly planning cycle to
explain different functions within APO-DP and APO-SNP.

Figure 4.53 SAP APO Supply Chain Engineer
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SAP APO, 751
staging, 465
transactional data, 464
transformation, 465
upload logic, 481
SAP BW integration scenarios, 467
operational data store (ODS), 471
planned and actual data, 470
planned and actual data SAP APO, 469
SAP APO ad hoc reporting, 467
SAP BW ad hoc reporting, 468
SAP Duet Demand Planning, 335
SAP ERP, 719, 738
AFS integrated solution, 654
batch integration, 367
plug-in, 676
SAP APO add-on, 741
user exits, 778
SAP Fiori, 744
SAP HANA Studio, 729
SAP industry solution, 651
SAP Integrated Business Planning (IBP), 612,
802
SAP liveCache, 97, 152, 161, 235, 447, 499,
569, 728
anchor inconsistency, 324
consistency, 182
database consistency, 688
inspector program, 748
object memory system, 109
object-oriented database, 107
order, 210, 263
order data, 107
SAP APO on SAP HANA, 717
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1057389 - interchangeability, 392
1358057—TLB, 292
373756 - BW data implementation, 475
391018 - Batch integration, 366
514947—TLB, 292
526835 - ITS installation, 436
710198—TLB, 292
720121- Collaborative Planning, 436
751392 - Batch integration, 366
816973 - Internet Services, 437
932917 - Collaborative Planning, 438
SAP Process Integration (PI), 451, 752
SAP Quality Management (QM), 365
SAP SCM Queue Manager, 688, 702
SAP Supply Chain Info Center, 717, 720–721
dashboards, 722
data replication, 727
deployment, 727
general settings, 733
views, 726
SAP Supply Chain Management (SCM), 799
SAP Supply Chain Performance Management
(SCPM), 67, 460
capabilities, 462
SAP Supply Network Collaboration (APOSNC), 449
Scheduling, 75–76, 104
Scope activities, 738
SCOR
Level 1 to Level 2, 492
Level 2 to Level 3, 493
performance attributes, 488
scorecard metrics, 489
Search strategy, 551
Seasonal
linear regression, 204
model, 95
No Trend Model, 203
pattern, 317, 668
planning, 75, 315, 667
trend, 95
trend basic formulas, 206
Segregation of duties (SOD), 789
Selection profile, 249
Serialization, 676
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factor, 346
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parts planning, 600
Setup duration, 648
Shelf life, 362–363
alerts, 372
business scenario, 371
class, 368
expiration date (SLED), 365
key figures, 369
master data, 363
Planning, 362
propagation, 372
transaction data, 364
Shipment sizing, 405
Shipping strategies, 401
Short-term wins, 125
Simulation
mode, 297
plan, 128, 297
run, 559
Single exponential smoothing, 201
Sizing framework, 746
SKU level, 567
Slack, 593
SLT, 727
SNP optimizer, 495, 499, 515–516, 520
constraints, 500
costs, 501–502, 532
input log, 509, 524
output logs, 524
profiles, 510
screen, 517
solution log, 520
solution method, 523
Soft constraints, 498, 500
Solution method, 518
Solvers, 78, 100
Capable-to-Match, 103
optimization, 101
Source system, 184
Sourcing, 47
policies, 579
Square root of mean square error (RMSE), 198
Stacking factor, 290
Standard business content, 485

Statistical forecasting, 95
Stochastic inventory model, 595
Stock
balance macro, 274
balancing, 247, 407
build, 593
coverage, 723
KPI, 725
on hand (shelf life), 370
product, 37
requirement list, 665
type, 366
Stockout, 578
situations, 407
Storage
bucket profile, 164–165
costs, 502, 505
inventory costs, 534
Straight loading, 290, 400
Strategic
group, 624
metrics, 489
planning, 28
Strong user involvement, 116
Subcontracting, 103, 379
master data, 380
planning book, 383
SAP APO master data, 381
transactions, 384
Substitution key figures, 392
Success metrics, 113
Super bill of materials (BOM), 629
Super routing, 623, 630
Supersession chain, 390
Supply
alerts, 154, 410
allocations, 529
categorization, 550
characteristics, 142
limits, 550
network planning, 82, 93, 99
objectives, 61
plan feasibility, 232
process decomposition, 62
profile, 512
projection, 723
shortage (shelf life), 370

Supply (Cont.)
signal, 90
variability, 338, 345
workflow, 269
Supply allocations, 529
Supply chain
agility, 488
assessment, 114
asset management, 488
configuration, 428
constraints, 90, 538
context, 90
costs, 488, 538
definition, 26, 99
end-to-end business processes, 26
Engineer, 239
execution, 27
flexibility, 462
maturity model, 65
metrics, 68, 114
modeling, 77, 153, 223
monitoring, 93, 105
network, 79–80
objectives, 26
Operation Reference (SCOR), 460, 487
pull, 64
push, 64
reliability, 488
responsiveness, 488
scope, 113
transformation, 244
transformation approach, 136
transformation planning, 135
transformation program, 135
types, 44
viewer, 569
vision, 116
Supply Chain Cockpit (SCC), 82, 105, 294,
418–419, 421–424
Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR)
balancing supply chain, 42
business models, 37
communication, 43
gathering requirements, 40
gathering resources, 41
modeling, 49
overview, 33
performance metrics, 36
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(Cont.)
process categories, 36
process elements, 38
process levels, 34
process types, 35
scorecard metrics, 68
supply chain, 38
Supply chain types
converging structure, 45
diverging structure, 45
late customization structure, 45
pipeline structure, 45
Switch Framework, 673
Synchronized supply, 428
Synchronous communication, 676
System architecture, 138
System Landscape Transformation (SLT), 727

T
Tactical planning, 28
Target stock level, 342, 608
Task structure, 83
Technical enhancements, 755, 772
Alert Monitor, 788
APO-DP to APO-SNP release, 787
APO-SNP PDS, 780
APO-SNP planning book, 781
APO-SNP TLB interactive, 788
CIF enhancement, 773
CTM demand prioritization, 785
product master, 775
SAP APO user exits, 782
SAP BW, 786
SNP heuristics, 785
transactional data, 777
Technical integration with non-SAP applications, 750
Technology strategy, 114
Template rollout, 120
Time bucket, 32
profile, 171
Time decomposition, 522
Time series data management (TSDM), 451
Time-based disaggregation, 169
type, 167
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/SAPAPO/SCC02, 294, 419
/SAPAPO/SCC03, 323, 383
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/SAPAPO/SDP_ADMIN, 473
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/SAPAPO/SDP_PAR, 797
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/SAPAPO/TR30, 264
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/SAPAPO/TSCUBE, 192
/SAPAPO/VERCOP, 298
/SAPAPO/VERMER, 298
/SAPCND/AO11, 558
/SCA/FCST_OUT, 451
1435310, 262
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BAPI, 752
BD50, 686
BD52, 686
BDCP, 686
BMBC, 365
C223, 380, 630, 662
CA01, 380, 630
CFC9, 226, 232
CFM1, 366
CFM2, 366
CL02, 369
CMOD, 778
CR02, 232
CRC1, 380
CS01, 629, 661
CT04, 369, 626, 660
CU50, 629
data, 756
data CIF enhancement, 779
J3AH, 660
LSMW, 761, 768
MASSD, 227
MC40, 583
MC41, 583
MC44, 590
ME11, 380
ME2O, 384
ME52N, 665
MIGO, 365
MM02, 363, 627
MMBE, 665
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RSA1, 180, 184, 485, 787
RSD1, 159
RSPC, 189, 794
RSPCM, 796
SBIW, 185
SE11, 563
SE38, 208
SE80, 437
SFW5, 710, 743
SICF, 330, 436
SM35, 767
SMICM, 437
ST14, 540
SWDD, 434
VA01, 631
Transformation
framework, 114
goals, 126
process, 113
Transport Load Builder (TLB), 155, 214, 288,
290, 399
constraint parameters, 238
load optimization, 400
loading method, 400
objectives, 399
planning book, 403
profile, 388, 399
selection profile, 290
shipment sizing configuration, 406
shipments, 291, 404
Transportation, 507–508, 516
lane block indicator, 409
lane priority, 525
lanes, 237
matrix, 514
network, 578
network model, 501
relevant hierarchy, 403
zone, 401
Transportation Lane app, 746
Tree diagram shareholder ROA, 128
Trend model, 95

U
Univariate forecasting, 193–194, 200
Un-pegged supplies, 566
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Upgrade process, 711
Upside supply chain flexibility, 69, 491
Upsizing and downsizing, 399
Urgency for change, 124
User exits, 773
macro, 178, 782
User settings, 254

Weighted average cost of capital (WACC), 130
Work area, 240
Work center master, 380
Workflow
builder, 434
CLP_ALERTS, 434
CLP_PLANNING, 434
customizing, 769

X
XML PROACT message mapping, 448

V
Value stream mapping, 52
Variant class, 628
Variant configuration, 620, 622
characteristics, 626
configuration profile, 631
CU43, 631
customizing sales orders, 633
object dependencies, 632
super BOM, 629
super routing, 630
variant class, 628
Variant selection, 249
Vendor capacities, 379
Vendor management replenishment, 428
Version management, 297
Vertical aggregated planning, 522
Virtual
cubes, 469
location, 349
Visibility, 462
Vision, 126
Visualizing alerts, 293
VMI, 214
benefits, 443
concepts, 443
process flow, 444
scenario, 445–446

W
Warehouse capacity, 385
Weekly
cycle, 246
planning activities, 246
Weighing factor, 519
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